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Sports

Pete and re-Pete

Now or never

Rozelle leaves NFL;
Rose fighting to stay

Sells felt the pressure
before game-winning shot
See page 6
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Crime story
Weatherly: cast is
best she's seen
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Vets' bonus program to pay for building, computer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Adjutant General Michael Davidson said there is nothing inconsistent about acquiring a building,
furnishings and a computer for the
Vietnam Veterans Bonus Program,
even though the program will end
in a few years.
Legislators, though, are not so
sure and summoned Davidson to a
meeting of the interim joint Committee on Appropriations and
Revenue today to discuss the
matter.

NEWS IN BRIEF
,
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Tonight: Mostly clear. Low
around 40. Light east wind.
Friday: Sunny and warmer.
High 65 to 70.

Davidson said Wednesday the
purchases were a smart move and
will be used for many years to
come by the Department of Military Affairs.
"It seems to me they're off base,
but we'll have to look at it," said
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, the
budget committee co-chairman.
A $57,340 contract for site preparation work for the building was
awarded last week, according to
Larry Arnett, director of the bonus
program.

Bids also have been received for
a modular building. The bids range
from $184,765 to S499,990. A state
law requires capital projects of
more than $200,000 to be reported
to the legislature.
Purchase orders also have been
completed for S65,167 worth of
furniture and supplies and to buy a
computer and support equipment at
a cost of S138,919.46
The department was appropriated
$500,000 this year and $1 million
next year to administer the bonus

program. The initial funding for the
bonus program will come from the
state's General Fund, but would be
repaid with receipts from the Kentucky lottery.
The legislation placed no restrictions on how the money is to be
spent. An accounting must be given
to the 1990 General Assembly.
Davidson said the expenditures
arc not outside of the law.
"We're absolutely consistent
(Coned on page 2)
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WORLD

Rice charged
with stabbing
death of his
estranged wife

NATIONAL

WASHINGTON — The recent pickup in inflation has raised fears
that the longest peacetime expansion in U.S. history may be coming to
an end, but optimists insist that the current economic slowdown does
not have to end in a recession.
WASHINGTON — Federal officials and environmental groups are
calling for stronger laws to control toxic air pollutants in light of a
government report showing that at least 2.4 billion pounds of deadly
chemicals are released into the air each year.
WASHINGTON .7— Oliver North's former secretary, Fawn Hall,
says he directed her to alter documents outlining his deep involvement
with the Nicaraguan Contra rebels during a period in which U.S. aid to
,
them was against the law.
TUNIS, Tunisia — The United States has asked the PLO to ease the
violence in the Israeli-occupied lands, but the PLO vows the Palestinian uprising will not let up until Israel withdraws from the territories.

STATE
FLORENCE — Top Democratic leaders say they will back the
widow of state Sen. John Weaver to fill his vacancy even though allies
of the governor apparently support a different candidate.
FRANKFORT— Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said he paid $500,000 to
the former president of his bookstore company in an effort to avoid
competition.
FRANKFORT — Gov. Wallace Wilkinson says his office had
nothing to do with a Kentucky Lottery Corp. job that was given to the
wife of a key legislative leader but he's happy with anything that
might help improve his rocky relations with lawmakers.
SHELBYVILLE — Shelby Fiscal Court has delayed until April 4 a
discussion on the controversy surrounding Dog Warden Carl Ray Perry's handling of the office.
'4

A Murray man was arrested
Wednesday night and charged in
the stabbing death of his estranged
wife, Murray Police Department
"--rwetm"rriartn-Pcol'et *said this
Morning. According to information provided by Peeler, police received a
call around 7:54 p.m. from Elizabeth Maxwell -Rice of 1006
Olive, stating that her husband,
David G. Rice. of 900 Coldwater
Rd., was bringing their daughter
home from visitation. The cport
said she was afraid and wanted an
officer for protection. The police
arrived at 7:58 p.m. and saw a man
coming out the back dom. The
report said when the man was
questioned, he said he and his wife
had an argument and that he was
leaving.
Police then investigated and
found Mrs. Rice in the front morn
Two employees from the Murray Division of Major Pharmaceutical store newly arrived shipments of
with blood on her. The officer
generic drugs in the warehouse. Major Pharmaceutical ships to all 50 states, as well as Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands. Roy English, manager of the Murray Division, credits the success of the business with
(Conrd on page 2)
being in the right place at the right time with the right product.
oaff photos by Dan I nudy
,

English finds
success with
local generic
drug company

SPORTS
,
CINCINNATI — Opening Day is less than two weeks away, but
games have become secondary in interest to the waiting game involving an investigation of Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose.
PALM DESERT, Calif. — When Pete Rozelle strode to the
podium, all but a half-dozen of the 50 or so people in the meeting
room thought he was doing no more than opening a routine business
session. A few seconds later, when the commissioner with the secondlongest tenure of any chief executive in sports history announced his
resignation, there was stunned silence.
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Although staying alive in the NCAA tournament should serve as incentive enough for Virginia and Michigan to
play well, each has added reason to win. It's called revenge.
LAS VEGAS — Sumbu Kalambay was 18 when he watched
Muhammad Ali upset George Foreman for the world heavyweight title
in 1974 at Kinshasa, Zaire. "It was a fantasic atmosphere," recalled
Kalamblay, who added that the match heightened his own desire to be
a boxer. On Saturday, he challenges Michael Nunn for the International Boxing Federation crown.
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By DAN LOUDY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

,

BUSINESS - FINANCE
LONDON — The dollar fell slightly in quiet European trading
today as traders balanced their books ahead of a long Easter weekend
and remained bearish following weak U.S. economic figures.
Gold prices were mixed.
Foreign exchange dealers said the market continued to take heed of
a lower-than-expected U.S. durable goods figure released Wednesday.
The 3.6 percent fall in new factory orders in February, instead of an
expected 0.6 percent rise, signaled that U.S. inflation may not be
accelerating as rapidly as believed.
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Roy English, manager of the Murray Division of Major Pharmaceutical, looks over some sales figures with
telemarketer Pam Pendergrass. Major Pharmaceutical is a nation-wide network of generic drug distributors, and the Murray Division of the network has been in operation since 1982.

(Conrd on page 2)

Brock sets up study on teacher shortages

•
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When Roy English organized
Murray Drug Company in 1974
just upstairs from Holland Drugs,
he had absolutely no idea it would
turn into a new career in generic
drugs.
Originally, in fact. English was
like many other people when it
came to generic drugs. He believed
the name-brand drugs companies
were the best and the small generic
outfits were peddling an inferior
product. English worked for a number of years for Squib. one of the
top four or five major drug manufacturers in the country. In addition, he owned both branches of
Holland Drugs in Murray for several years.
But out of necessity, he realized

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
state will follow a legislative
recommendation to study ways to
ensure there is a qualified teacher
for each Kentucky classroom,
according to the state's top school
official.
"I think the Department of Education has an obligation to study
and understand whether or not
we're going to be short in particular areas and try to assist and see
that we get more teachers going
into those fields," said John Brock,
state schools superintendent.
A recent report by the Legislative Research Commission said

8
4, 5
18
3
6, 7

Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturdal. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.
,

Kentucky parallels the nation in a
decreasing pool of teachers and
recommended a study be done on
teacher supply and demand in the
state.
Historically, the report said,
Kentucky has responded to teacher
supply-and -demand problems
through "stop-gap" means — issuing emergency teaching certificates; staffing classes with teachers
trained to teach other subjects; and
filling classes beyond capacity.
At the top of the list of solutions
is finding a way to direct high
school students into foreign languages, mathematics, science, com-

puter science and special education
— the fields with the most severe
shortages.
Since 1985, 313 emergency certificates have been issued in Kentucky — about half coming in special education. Emergency certificates, used when qualified teachers
are unavailable, allow people who
do not have a bachelor's degree in
education to teach.
While emergency certificates
may be justified under unusual circumstances, the report said, they
are "not the preferred method of
dealing with teacher shortages."
During the 1987-88 school year,

662 secondary school science clasand 1,527 special education
s were taught by instructors
outs' e-kheir field of specialty.
Also dhring the 1987-88 school
year, 869 secondary school science
classes were attended by more than
30 students.
•
"Oversized classes are relatively
common in several subjects," the
report said.
"Class size also exerts an impact
upon the need for new teachers," it
said. "In Kentucky, recent legislative initiatives to limit class sizes
(Cont'd se page 2)
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with both the leUer and the spint of
it," Davidson said.
Arnett estimated that 108,000
people will eventually qualify to
receive the bonus for military service during the time of the Vietnam
War.
Davidson said the building will
be used for many years to come
and will save lease payments during that time.
"I think that's a very wise use of
the taxpayer funds," Davidson
said.
But documents the department
provided to the legislature during
the October special session that

THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 1919

created the bonus said the program
would spend $40,000 per year for
rental of a building, including utilities. No mention was glade in that
document of buying or building a
new structure.
According to documents from
the Finance Cabinet, the five
"manufactured modular units" that
are to comprise the "Vietnam Veterans Bonus Building" will be
placed together to make a single
building of 4,300 square feet.
There are differences of opinion
on how long the bonus program
will be in existence. Arnett said he
expects the program to go out of
business by December 1990. A
document filed by the department
indicates the date will be July
1990. Davidson said he expects the
bonus program to be in business

Minimum wage bill headed
for vote following debate

,-

—I

WASHINGTON (AP) — Legislation to increase the minimum
wage moved closer to a House vote
after a largely partisan debate, with
supporters arguing help for the
working poor was long overdue
and opponents saying too big of a
boost would hurt those it is
designed to help.
"We arc not arguing against an
increase in the minimum wage, our
concern is the size of the
increase," Rep. William Goodling.
R -Pa, said Tuesday during debate
on a bill that would raise the minimum wage to $4.65 by 1992.
The House was scheduled to
sote on the measure today after
ainsidering amendments, including
one that would scale back the bill's
final target to $4.55 an hour and
add a provision allowing employers
to pay new entrants into the job
market a sub-minimum wage for 60
days.
That amendment has the support
of both the House leadership and
the sponsors of the legislation and
should pass easily while a second
proposed change to be offered by
Republicans was expected to fail.
The Republican amendment,
which has the support of a handful
of Democrats, would substitute for

the House bill President Bush's
proposal to raise the minimum
wage to 54.25 an hour by 1992
provided employers could pay new
hires $3.35 an hour for six months
regardless of their past job
experience.

Fire-rescue squad
responds to two
calls Wednesday
The Calloway County Fire Rescue Squad responded to two
calls Wednesday, according to
information officer Mike Sykes.
Around noon, a flue fire was
reported at the home of Bill Holt
on Gibbs Store Road. Upon arrival,
the fire had been extinguished with
a fire extinguisher. Two units and
two men were at the scene for 30
minutes.
A car fire was reported at the
home of Johnny Crass on Van
Cleve Road that night. The fire
started in the dash of the AMC
Hornet and it was a total loss. Two
units and nine men were at the
scene for an hour. The time of the
fire was not available.

for as long as three years.
The application period closes
Feb. 28, 1990.
Arnett said the 17 people already
hired to begin processing applications are in a training room and a
trailer at the Boone National Guard
center. Eventually, 35 people may
be hired, he said. All of them will
be temporary.
"We're kind of bootlegging
space until we get the new facility
on the ground," Arnett said.
Arnett said it was important to
keep the bonus program on the
Boone center property so facilities
could be shared. Specifically, he
said it was important to share the
phone system at the center and to
obtain supplies from the central
stores.
He said it would have been less
expensive to lease space for the
program.
"In reaLity, it may be more
expensive, but that's a short-term
issue," Arnett said. "You're talking a considerable length of time
24 months."
Arnett said he checked with officials of the state Department of
Information Systems about its ability to provide the needed computer
capability.
"The bottom line was, no,
there's not anything over there that
would have the capacity ... that
would make it cost effective for us
to do that," Arnett said.
But information systems Commissioner Steve Dooley said that
the request for computing capability he received was for more than
just the Vietnam veterans bonus
program.
According to documents filed by
n sysDavidson with info
tems, "all elements of the Dcrtment of Military Affairs will utilize
elements of this system."
Specifically, the system will be
used to keep track of "facility,
equipment and personnel status
associated with troop availability,"
according to Davidson's document.
Other uses will be for departmental
message traffic and file transfers.
Included in the document is a
comment that one of the reasons
the computer is needed is that the
Boone center location does not
have the necessary telecommunications connections to use the state's
own mainframe computers.

Charles D. Tucker, M.D.

drugs and selling them to other
pharmacists in this area from the
back of a van. He noted he was not
anything illegal in this pracselling
(Coned from page 1)
(Coat'd from page 1)
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(Cont'd from
Southwest Elementary; Tuesday, preparing to go public soon with
called for back-up and an ambu- March 28.
their vertically-inteerated distibulance. When the officer went back
East Elementary; Wednesday, lion network.
to check on the man, he was gone. March 29.
English still runs the Murray
Rice was later arrested by the
Parents of children who did not Division and will continue to proMurray Police Department. He is
attend kindergaten this year in the vide the best service possible to
lodged in the Calloway County Jail Calloway County Schools should pharmacists nationwide. Even
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Mirrray Ledger & Times

Letter To The PA itor

An uneasy truce

Series on U.S. education
important, Iacocca says
Dear Editor;
The most important television
series of the year will begin March
27 and run five consecutive Monday nights on PBS stations across
the country. "Learning in America," with Roger Mudd as host, will
take a five-hour, prime-time look at
the state of America education.
You may not like some of the
conclusions drawn, and you may be
surprised by others. But I'm writing to urge you to sec-it; and to ask
you to pass the word -- to help
build an audience for this vital
series. Chrysler is funding the production, but you won't see me selling cars on this series. We're trying
to sell something a lot more important, the need to give our kids the
education to compete in the 21st
Century.
The opening segment compares
our schools and our students to
Japan's and leaves no doubt who'll
own that century if we don't make
some changes.
Following segments will look at
whether all children in this country
get an equal shot at a good education; at America's teachers; at what
they teach; and finally, at the cost
of education in this country and

whether we're getting our money's
worth.
"Learning in America" should
make more people concerned about
our schools, and worried that a
second-rate education system inevitably means a second-rate country.
Maybe all we can hope to do with
a TV series is to get people thinking about the consequences, but it
can at least be a start back if that
concern turns to constructive
action.
I hope you'll watch "Learning in
America," and get others to watch
it, too. The MacNeil-Lehrer people
who are producing the series would
also like your reaction to it, so
when it's over I hope you'll take a
minute and drop them a line at
MacNeil-Lehrer Productions, 1775
Broadway, Suite 612, New York,
New York 10019.
The first graders in our schools
next fall will be the first graduating
class of the 21st Century. There's
still time for them, if we give them
a chance.
Lee Iacocca
Chairman of the Board
Chrysler Corporation

Looking Back
Ten years ago
A tornado touched down at 3:15
a.m. today in the Backusburg community causing damage to two
houses owned by Udell Smith who
suffered minor injuries and a house
owned by Joe Burnett. A tobacco
barn was also damaged by the
storm.
Paul Jerry Lee, a veteran with 12
years of service on the Murray
Police force has 'been named as
Murray Police Chief by the Murray
City Council.
Calloway County High School
Laker Girls Basketball Team lost to
Oldham County, 58 to 50, in opening round of Kentucky High School
Tournament at Richmond. Mina
Todd and Rose Ross were high

6IIRAIF1Foir
I. r
Meriought Symt Inc

J

•

scorers for Calloway.
Twenty years ago
Roy Lassiter has retired from his
position as engineer with Murray
Fire Department. He had been
employed there since 1951.
Airman Roger L. Mitchell, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby R. Mitchell, has been assigned to Keesler
Air Force Base, Miss.
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
met in the home of Mrs. L.J. Hortin. New officers are Mrs. George
Hart, Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer, Mrs.
Maurice Christopher, Mrs. H.L.
Oakley, Dr. Beverly Fowler, Mrs.
Robert Wimmer and Mrs. John
Humphrey.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Army Vandenborch of University of Kentucky will speak at
an inter club meeting of Young
Business Men, Lions, Civitan, Jaycees and Rotary on March 24 at
Murray Woman's Club House. Dr.
W.G. Nash will be in charge of the
program.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Harry
and Patricia Allison and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. John Mcuan.
North Marshall beat Manual to
win the 1959 Kentucky High
School Basketball Tournament.
Forty years ago
The current issue of In Kentucky
magazine gives Murray a substantial boost in its claim as the "birthplace of radio" in its regular Kentucky Picture Quiz feature.
Elected as officers of Woman's
Society of Christian Service of Mt.
Hebron Methodist Church were
Mrs. Clay Smith, Mrs. Claude
Smith, Mrs. Noble Fuqua, Mrs.
Allie Pigg and Mrs. B.F. Guthrie.
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My first year of teaching I was
assigned a seventh grade class in
English and Social Studies — three
periods in a row with the same
group of twelve and thirteen year
olds.
The administration euphemistically described this arrangement as
a "block of time." To the seventhgrade teachers — most of them
rookies like me — that chunk of
seemingly endless inertia was more
like a millstone. Imagine it. Spending 135 minutes five days a week
with the same 25, hormone-crazed
adolescents, every one of them
complaining how much they hated
English and Social Studies.
We struggled through the early
part of the year reading Howard
Fast's "April Morning" and studying the American Revolution. The
only part of the first marking period that went really well was the
day we read a poem about the
Washington Monument. It referred
to "bloody footprints in the snow"
during the cruel winter Washington's troops spent at Valley Forge.
"Wow. Heavy," one of the students in the back row nudged his
neighbor. "You wanna talk about
cold."
That was as good as it got during
our study of the American Revolution. After that, we slogged through
the perils of the early republic; followed rapidly by the Louisiana

Main
Street

ton, states' rights, slavery — and
sewed the patient right back up.
"Good as new," they pronounced,
slipping a carpet bag under his
arm.

My students' rendition of the
Monitor and the Merrimack was
equally memorable. Two boys
wrapped themselves in tinfoil and
Purchase; the war of 1812; the performed an early version of slam
Monroe Doctrine; the Gold Rush; dancing until one of them sank.
All this happened 20 years ago,
and the Irish potato famine. They
still hated English and Social stu- but my Civil War memoirs came
dies, and I was busy re-evaluating back to me on a recent trip through
Mississippi. In Biloxi we toured
my career options.
Beauvoir, the last home of JefferIt was the Civil War that saved
me that year. Something about-, son Davis, President of the Confedbrother fighting against brother,' erate States of America.
seemed to appeal to them. They
My husband, Roy Davis, is a
could "relate" — as we were fond Kentucky native who claims he is
of saying then.
kin to Jefferson Davis. He seemed
One of the highlights I vividly to know a lot about his relative —
recall.from our Civil War days was born in Fairview, Kentucky;
a series of projects I assigned to appointed to the military academy
the class. Working in groups, they at West Point; married to Sarah
were supposed to come up with Knox Taylor, daughter of General
creative ways of exploring topics Zachary Taylor, who died tragicallike: The Causes of the Civil War, ly a few months after the wedding.
and The Battle of the Monitor and Jefferson Davis' life was full of
the Merrimack.
public honor and private pain,
The group assigned the causes of including the premature deaths of
the war made a large human,figure four of his children by his second'
that was supposed to represent the wife, and imprisonment for crimes
U.S. before 1860. Dressed as doc- he never committed.
tors, they performed an "autopsy"
Davis spent his last years on the
to identify the source of the malady Gulf Coast at Beauvoir, writing his
known as Civil War.
famous history of the Confederate
Surgery was swift. They plucked government and perhaps reflecting
our the sources of conflict — coton his wins and losses.

•14 B
Coynstance
41111 Alexander

In visiting Beauvoir, I became
steeped in Civil War, trying to
remember facts I'd learned — and
taught — years before. After
spending time in Biloxi, we headed
for Natchez, and then on to Vicksburg to extend my lesson in
history.
That's when I realized how
much of a Yankee I am. For me
there was never any doubt about
which side was right. What is
more, I'd never mourned the passing of the antebellum era. I find
myself puzzed by the display of the
Confederate flag, dismayed by the
saying,"The South will rise again."
What is it supposed to mean?
I think of my father, a Canadian
by birth, and a Canadian citizen all
his life, though he lived here in the
states from the time he was 25. His
ancestors were Tories in the
American Revolution who decided
to head north after the war. So my
own roots are gnarled and knotty.
They say geography is destiny,
and here I am, a Yankee transplanted to southern soil. I'm now a
resident of Kentucky — birthplace
of both Lincoln and Jefferson
Davis — married to a Bluegrass
native who claitns ancestry to both.
My trip to Mississippi has raised
many questions in my mind about
these things — history, wars, taking sides. And I wonder if the
insurrection has really ended, or
are we just in the midst of an
uneasy truce?
, <1.•."0,i,4.••••••*••••••
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Business Mirror

Causes of inflation often difficult to label
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP)
When the
producer price index showed a big
increase the other day it was as if a
million Americans had shouted
"fire."
Among those millions were
investors, whose nervous systems
had been imprinted by years of
inflation fears. Believing inflation
is ruinous for stocks, they nearly
proved the thesis, _knocking the
averages for a loop.
Economists, many of whom had
been waiting at least two years for
the inflation event, having prematurely forecast its onset, took bows
and sent overnight letters to their
clients saying, "I told you so."
The media joined in the excitement, dutifully finding "experts"
who could identify the causes of
the inflation problem and explain
what damage might be expected —
that is, a recession, rising unemployment and the like.
Then the consumer price index
was released.
The numbers in this report were
much lower or, as some headlines
stated, "more modest" than the
bawdy producer prices. The president said he was encouraged. An
economist declared the inflation
numbers had returned to sanity.
The departure from sanity was of
course not in the brainless numbers
but in the interpretation by humans.
And what that interpretation
showed is that when you expect
inflation, almost any sign is an
inflation sign.
Americans have been under great
stress for at least two years now,
reminded almost daily that an
expansion that lasts 77 months, as
this one has, is destined to be consumed at almost any time by the
fires of inflation.
The explanations:
You cannot work your production facilities at the very high rate
of 85 percent of capacity without
adding to prices, because increasingly you are bringing onto line the

least effilient .plants and
equipment..".".
And you cannot drop the jobless
rate to near 5 percent without dip-'
ping into a labor pool of inexperienced and inefficient, and therefore costly and unproductive,
workers. Moreover, with labor in
short supply, wages must rise.
Is that so? It might be. It might
not.
So many inflation-recession
theories have been expounded that
one has to question them all. Most
of them can be logically presented.
Many of them have merit, but a
good many of them also leave
something unexplained.
If the most popular explanation
is correct — the one that says

inflation is growing because of
stress on job markets and plant
capacity — heivy, do you explain the
Japanese experience?
Japan's unemployment rate is
about half the American rate,
which is somewhere just above 5
percent a year. And Japan's capacity utilization rate is only a couple
of percentage points below the U.S.
rate.
In addition, its money supply
growth rate often has exceeded the
U.S. money growth rate, the high
level of which also has been named
as a factor in inflation. And its
budget deficit has sometimes been
worse than America's.
Those four factors — high plant
utilization, low jobless rate. fast

money supply growth and big
budget deficits — are probably the
four most popular explanations for
present and future inflation.
Many of the economists who use
these factors to explain U.S. inflation, and who forecast a recession
for Americans this year, have little
to say of the Japanese anomaly. It
is, it seems, another impenetrable
Oriental mystery.
It is true that the Japanese have a
high savings rate. And that those
savings help finance larger and
more efficient production. And that
the Japanese are hard workers. But
there is more to it than that.
The explanation could be the
most beneficial Japanese import of
all, better than cars, cameras, TVs,
VCRs and computers.
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Community sunrise service at Kenlake Tabers-Brown wedding to be June 19
the sunrise will be the place for the
service.
Msgr. George Hancock of St.
Henry Catholic Church of Aurora
will give the Easter message on
"The Who, The What, The SoWhat of Easter."

The Aurora Area Ministerial
Alliance will conduct a Community
Sunrise service on Easter Sunday,
March 26, at 6 a.m.
The Garden Room of Kenlake
State Park Hotel as it overlooks
Kentucky Lake facing eastward to

Easter program Sunday
She is married to Jeff Peacock
who joins Ten in this ministry as
he prepares monologues himself
and as they combine their vocal
talents in concerts.
The public is invited to attend
this special program on Sunday,
according to the Rev. Charles
Anderson, pastor of Cherry Corner
church.

A special Easter program will be
presented Sunday, March 26, at 6
p.m. service at Cherry Corner Baptist Church, located off Highway
121 South. New Concord Road.
"Mary's Story" will be a monologue to be presented by Teri Bell
Peacock of Bell-Peacock Ministries, Crofton.
This monologue Teri portrays
Mary, the mother of Jesus, as an
old lady who remembers the life of
Christ from conception to
ascension.
Interspersed with songs by Lani
Smith, Burl Redd and Bill. Gaither
of the Ministries, this monologue
lasts about one hour and 20
minutes.
Peacock, a native of Paducah,
has performed in many musical
productions in the area. She had
musical and theatrical studies in
the summer program at Murray
State University where she performed nightly at Kentucky Lake
Theatre. She was awarded a scholarship in the Theatre Department
at Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green.

44.

Teri Bell Peacock

Two newborn admissions and dismissals
ar*e reported on Wednesday by hospital

Ricky Holt of Bethel Chapel
Pentecostal Church will offer special music.
Margaret Robbins and Dottie
Abell a Aurora Clvistian Church
will lead the congregation in song.
The call to worship will be by
Mildred Losee of St. Henry's
church.
The Rev. Calvin Clark of Palestine United Methodist Church, the
Rev. J. Russell Miller of Union
Ridge Baptist Church and the Rev.
Warner Robbins of Aurora Christian Church will read the scripture.
The Rev. James Lawson of Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
will lead the responsive reading.
Nancy Harrington of Union Ridge
United Methodist Church will have
the offertory. The benediction will
be by the Rev. Suzanne Listemann
of Maple Spring United Methodist
Church.
The Rev. Grover Lovett of Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, the Rev. Shelby Underhill
of Bethel Chapel Church and the
Rev. Robert Saywell of Union
Ridge United Methodist Church
will assist.
The community sunrise service
evolved over the years from a
simple service offered by Aurora
Christian Church to the employees
and guests of Kenlake State Resort
Park to the well-attended and wellrepresented service of recent years,
according to Mildred M. Lowe,
secretary-treasurer of the Aurora
Area Ministerial Alliance.
"This is an inspiring way to start
the day and all are invited to come
to this ecumenical service before
attending the church of their
choice." Losee said.

Mr. and Mrs. Herby Tabers Jr. of
Coldwater announce the engagemenLand approaching marriage of
their daughter, MeLissa Gail, to
Stacey Lee Brown, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth L. Brown of
Cunningham.
Miss Tabers is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Josh Tabers Sr. of
Coldwater, William E. Bazzell of
Coldwater, and Mrs. Bernice Bazzell of New Concord.
Mr. Brown is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Webb of
Bardwell and Mr. and Mrs. James
T. Brown of Cunningham.
The bride-elect is a 1988 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is presently attending
Mayfield Vocational Center.
The groom-elect is a 1986 graduate of Carlisle County High
School. He is presently employed
at General Tire of Mayfield.
A June 19 wedding is being
planned.

*VP,

T$40 newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday.
March 22, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Hooks baby boy, parents. Vickie
and Randy, 1475 Park View
Shores. Cadiz;
Sharp baby boy, parents, Bcnita
and Edward, Rt. 1. Box 254.
Sedalia.:
Dismissals
Mrs. Robin Goforth and baby
girl. PO. Box 292, Big Sandy.
Term.: Mrs. Dorothy Green, 906
Vine St.. Murray;
Mrs. Amanda Ray and baby girl.
Rt. 1. Box 292, Benton; Benjamin
Lyons. Rt. 1, Box 454, Dexter;
Bruce Pritchett, Rt. 4. Box 87A,
Murray;
Michael Smith. Rt. 7, Box 194.
Mayfield; Mrs. Cindy Hutson. Rt.
1. Boxs 348, Dexter; Mrs. Mildred
Stalls. 407 North Ffifth St.,
M =ay;

Mrs, Teresa Williams, Rt. 8, Box
516W. Murray; Mrs. Kimberly
Speed and baby boy. Rt. 1. Box
190, Fancy Farm;
Mrs. Volena West, Rt. 1, Sedalia; Mrs. Hilda Jackson, 301 Pine
St., Murray Vernon Wilson, Rt. 1.
Box 261A, Purycar. Term.;
Mrs. Fannie Deep, Rt. 3, Box
288, Dover. Tenn.; Robert Rickman. 811 Guthrie Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Cora Pafford, Rt. 1. Box, 36,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Hurtle Barnes, Rt. 1, Box 197.
Puryear, Tenn.; Marvin Barrow. Rt.
3. Box 654, Dover, Term.; Mrs.
Mable Edmonds, 504 Elm St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Ethel Mitchuson, 749 Riley
Ct., Murray; Fred Mynatt, P.O.
Box 59, Arne Ind.; Mrs. Norinne
Winter. CR Box 112, Hamlin;
Mrs. Stella Ragsdale, 798 Meadow Lane, Murray; Mrs. Euna
York, Long Term Care Unit,
N1CCH.
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Marilyn Quayle
speaks today
for women's
history month

MeLissa Gail Tabers and
Stacey Lee Brown to marry

Explaining low cholesterol levels
often seen in ill or malnourished pa- neck,. droopy eyelids, a wide chest,
tients, and cancer usually causes a narrowing Of the aorta, absence of
in blood cholesterol. Therefore. ovaries and poor sexual development.
fall
a
such
there
Is
DEAR DR. cArrT.
I see a patient with unusually kidney abnormalities and intestinal
when
thing as excessively low cholesterol
low blood fats, I'm suspicious that an bleeding can occur. Such Individuals
and triglyceride serum levels?
are not retarded. They can function
DEAR READER: Yes. but I must undiscovered disease is present
normally but can never bear children.
sending
.
I'm
information
more
For
qualify my answer.
A mosaic is a variant in which other
you a copy of my Health Report "UnWhen reading the currently pubcause additionlished, material on blood fats, one derstanding Chdlesteror Other read- chromosomal defects
es, such-as. heart or inal
abnormaliti
send
should
copy
a
like
would
who
ers
the
lower
the
that
conclude
might
ns (of which pylocholesterol and triglycerides, the bet- $1 and their name and address to PO .testinal malfunctio
ter. Experts are now recommending Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. ric stenosis is one form).
I cannot give you advice about your
Be sure to mention the title.
that adults attempt to reduce serum
health or prognosis because
baby's
My
16-year-old
GOTT:
DR.
DEAR
below
to
es
cholesterol and triglycerid
al defects cause
200 milligrams:deciliter and 150 mil- daughter was killed in a car crash. mosaic chromosom
respectively. Three weeks later I found I was preg- particular problems in individual
ligrams deciliter,
the care
These figures are probably unrealis- nant. Our baby was born with mosaic children. She should be under
with
familiar
who
is
n
of
pediatricia
a
deheart
major
a
syndrome,
Turner's
tic for the average American.
e
Appropriate levels of blood fats are fect and pyloric stenos's. She had two afflictions caused by sex chromosom
to the
a
age-related, as we grow older, the operations at 5 months, and seems OK aberrations Ask for referral
t in a teaching
permissible levels increase. In chil- now. I'm now getting conflicting ad- pediatric departmen
dren, cholesterol triglyceride values vice from my doctors as to her prog- hospital.
.r.i3 1989 NP:V.SPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
of 175 milligrams 50 milligrams nosis and what precautions, if any, I
would be normal: in an adult, that should take. Can you help?
DEAR READER . Turner's synDR. GOTT
would be low. Most labs put the low
normal-limit of cholesterol for adults drome (gonadal dysgenesis) is a conat about 150 milligrams. the triglyc- genital abnormality caused by the
complete or partial absence of one of
erides at about 50 milligrams.
However, no one is really sure the two X chromosomes in the fePETER
male. Men are genetically XY: womabout normal, low levels in healthy
GOTT, M.D.
people Cholesterol and triglyceride en normally are XX. If one of the X
levels probably reflect more than chromosomes is missing, the child
mere dietary 'genetic factors. In fact. will be born with an incomplete set
cholesterol itself may be a marker for This causes a characteristic appeardisease. Excessively low levels are ance short stature, webbing of the

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Marilyn Quayle, wife of Vice President
Dan Quayle, on Wednesday celewho
brated "the brave women
against all odds made a difference," and encouraged young people to be inspired by their
achievements.
In a speech marking National
Women's History Month, Mrs.
Quayle said contributions to society made by women including educator and nurse Clara Barton and
Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor set an example for all
Americans, but especially the
young.
"The Old Rugged Cross" will be
"Our young people need to the Easter musical drama to be preknow that dreams can be met and sented by the Music Ministry of
that hard work coupled with a vis- Westside Baptist Church on Friday.
ion can leave its mark on history," March 24, and Sunday, March 26,
she told an audience at a• lebra- both at 8 p.m. at the church on
tion sponsored by the departments North 15th Street, Murray.
of Education and Health and
This a musical narration drama
Human Services.
of events surrounding the last days
Borrowing the words of poet of Jesus Christ and His resurrecEmily Dickinson, Mrs. Quayle said tion, according to Tommy Scott,
the young should be encouraged to minister of music of the church.
"dwell in possibility."
Songs included will be "Over"We need to encourage public- ture," "Jesus Is," "He Spoke The
private partnership that will help to Words," "If I Follow Jesus," "Progive hope to our young people," claim The Glory," "Does He
she said. "The government cannot Know," "Watch and Pray," "The
do it all, and private sector initia- Job," "Behold The Man," "Via
tive and, yes, President Bush's Dolorosa," "Lead Me To Calvary,"
thousand points of light are essen- "The Old Rugged Cross" and "Low
tial to allow all of our young peo- In the Grave Medley."
ple to dwell in possibility."
Members of the cast are the
following:
David Smotherman, Martin
Severns, Ronnie Walker, Bobby
Farmer, Rudell Parks, John
Youngerman, Jim Owens, Tommy
Scott. Ricky Brewer, Andy Jetton,

Westside musical on Friday, Sunday
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LEAN ON
ME
7.00, 9:10
THE
RESCUERS
6:30 7:45
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orArrces
MM (Pr)
701,

Susan Tibbetts, Nadine Beane,
Annita Peeler, Carolyn Foy, Wanda
Crutcher, Susie Scott, Sheri Ross,
Angie Williams and Diana
Youngerman.
In charge of the sound and lights
will be George Ligon and Jonathan
Smotherman.
The public is invited to attend, a
church spokesman said.

DATEBOOK
Singles plan three events
The Singles Organizational Society has events planned for Friday and
Saturday, March 24 and 25. The group will meet Friday at 7 p.m. at
Chamber of Commerce building to carpool to Paducah for dancing at the
JukeBox. Saturday from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Chamber of Commerce building, Dr. Mary Frank Valentine will present a special program on topics of
Activating Potential for Personal and Professional Growth, Awakening
Self Confidence and much more. Also on Saturday the group will meet at
7:30 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce to carpool to Playhouse in the Park to
see "Crimes of the Heart." For more information call Pamela at 753-7638
or Jeanne at 753-0224.

Moose lodge plans Egg Hunt

members of
The annual Easter Egg Hunt and party for children of the
March
Sunday.
be
will
Moose
the
of
Order
Loyal
2011
Murray Lodge No.
age
different
for
planned
26. Activities will begin at 3 p.m. with events
12
from
open
be
will
lodge
The
groups. Refreshments will be served.
noon to 5 p.m.
(Cont'd on page 5)
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1008 Chestnut • 753-3314

Huge Skate Floor Plus 10,000 Sq
75 Btkes, Scooters,
t Play Area
Skateboards. Pogo Balls, Small
Trampoline, and Stainless Steel 12
Pipe. Skid and Launch Ramps
Adm. $4.00; Church $3.50;
Family $3.25
(Parents 25c Sat. Afternoon
Free Birthday Room)

Charlie Peeler, Walt Tibbctts,
Ronnie Adams, Glynn Orr, Danna
Hutson, Youlanda Grooms, Beverly
Stephens, Kathy Owens, Kathy
Ticknor, Teresa Gilson,
Linda On, Lawanda McCallon,
Wanda Walker, Brenda Jones, Jean
Fleming, Evelyn Willie, Freida
Adams, Shelly Bennett, Lesa Watson, Pam Jetton, Kathy Ligon,
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Easter Sale
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off
All Easter Dresses
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Easter Bonnets, Gloves &
Accessories Available

Circus Skate
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Olympic Plaza
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Coming
events

(Cont'd from page 4)

Support groups are scheduled&
s have been organized by the
Support groups for two different thing
ay State University. The Weight
Counseling and Testing Center at Murr control problems due to overht
weig
with
s
Control Group for individual
at the Counseling and Testing
days
Tues
on
p.m.
5
eating will meet at
provide support, educational
Center in Ordway Hall. This group will
help with emotional/personal
and
tion
nutri
information regarding proper
The group for recently separated
problems affecting the desire to overeat.
on Thursdays at the center. It
or divorced persons will meet at 11 a.m,
as dependency, assertiveness
such
s
issue
s
provides support and addresse
would like more information
and dealing with loneliness. Anyone who
at the center, 762-6851.
tt
about either group may call Kim Barre

will
Maundy Thursday service
l
copa
Epis
's
John
Si
at
be at 7 p.m.
Church.
Maundy Thursday service will
Pleasant
be at 7 p.m. at South
Church.
t
odis
Meth
ed
Grove Unit
Choir practice will follow.

19

TNT Activity of Glendale Road
6:30
Church of Christ will be at
.
home
ey
Wadl
p.m. at Kyle

Events at First United Methodist
y at
Church will include Bible Stud
12
at
ice
serv
9:30 a.m.; Noon
Maun
;
p.m.
6
at
r
Choi
noon; Bell
p.m.
7
at
ce
servi
sday
Thur
dy

at
KNA District 13 will meet
g
Kon
g
Hon
at
5:30 p.m.
nt.
Restaura

'Five For Life' starts Friday
on Friday, March 24,
"Five For Life" will open at Kenlake State Park
ll will speak on
Purce
Ken
and continue through Sunday, March 26. Dr.
Saturday the
a.m.
10
At
ay.
Frid
7
p.m.
at
"Fast Paced Walking/Nutrition"
for "Our Body Beautiful."
group will go to Lake Barkley Fitness Center Anchor for Today" at 7
the
Len Baith will speak on "Spiritual Exercise,
se service in Garden Room
p.m. Saturday. Events on Sunday will be sunri e Easter Bunny at 2 p.m.
at Kenlake at 6 a.m., and Easter Egg Hunt/Lifesiz
and events on Sunday are
The evening sessions on Friday and Saturday
park at 474-2211.
the
call
ion
rmat
open to the public. For info

Maundy Thursday service will
be at 7 p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran
Church.
Prepared Childbirth Class, Session I, will meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.

PRLSE ASSN

ER
T, M.D.

Blood River plans service
rise" service on Sunday,
Blood River Baptist Church will have a "Son am, pastor of New Mt.
ingh
Cunn
my
Sam
March 26, at 6 a.m. The Rev.
ch is
Carmel Baptist Church, will be the speaker. The Blood River chur
The
ord.
from
New
Conc
s
six
mile
tely
oxim
444
appr
way
located on High
al
Rev. Jerry Norsworthy, pastor, invites the public to attend this speci
service.

Better Breathers Club will meet
at 7 p.m. in Conference Room A,
basement, Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. For information call
1-444-2807 or 1-575-2186.

ay-Calloway County MinisterThe annual Good Friday service of Murr
12 noon. At 12:15 p.m. serat
24,
h
ial Association will be Friday, Marc
Thomas Schellingerhout, the Rev.
vices will be conducted by the Rev.
ney, the Rev. Stanley Tillman and
James Simmons, the Rev. Willis Chea
dramatic response to the scripture
al
the Rev. Andre Trevathan. A speci
ol youths.
reading will be presented by high scho
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Rozelle resigns after 29 years
of guiding the growth of NFL

Rose's legacy
is secure; job
might not be
By RONALD BLUM

AP Sports Writs/

AP Sports Writer

Pete Ronne got the yob as commissioner of the National Football
League when team owners couldn't
settle on anyone else. Three
decades later, owners are saying it
might take two men to replace him.
In his 29 years in the executive
office, Rozelle guided the NFL
from afterthought to affluence,
helping it survive bidding wars
with three rival leagues, two player
strikes and antitrust suits, and nurturing its growth from 12 teams to
28.

Pete Rose's uniform, it seemed,
always was covered with dirt. Now
his name is.
For a quarter of a century, he's
been called Charlie Hustle. Now,
he's being called a hustler.
He spent his career running out
walks, bowling over catchers. Now
he's running past reporters, trying
to avoid difficult questions.
Fans idolized him, even fans of
other teams. Cincinnati named a
street after him. He was a baseball
deity. Now he's accused of selling
his relics.
"Your reputation and legacy are
secure," President Reagan told him
in 1985 after Rose broke Ty
Cobb's record for career hits.
"He has reserved a prominent
spot in Cooperstown," Commissioner Peter Ueberroth said that
night_ "He has reserved a special
place in the heart of every fan alive
today ,and every baseball fan to
come."
Rose never seemed particularly
concerned with his image or
legacy.
"I don't ever really worry about
how people will remember me," he
said. "Some will remember my
fight with Bud Harrelson. Some
people will remember me for running into Ray Fosse at home plate
in the 1970 All-Star Game. Some
people will remember me for the
paternity suit against me and some
will remember the divorce. That's
why I never worry about that. You
can't worry about something you
can't control."
He's known as one of the fiercest competitors ever. His crash
with Fosse in the All-Star Game
pretty much ended the catcher's
career. Since his fight with Harrelson during the 1973 playoffs. he's
been booed in Shea Stadium every
time he appears — even though the
former New York Mets shortstop
has long forgiven him.
Rose's trademark was the headfirst, dirt-raising slide. It wasn't
just a slide, it was an attitude.
"I don't know of anybody that
would swear at a pitcher like he
would," former teammate Johnny
Bench recalled. "He'd go up to bat
and yell, 'You ain't got nothing,
throw that ball, you so and so.' The
next day he'd go out around the
batting cage and giggle and laugh
with them."
Peter Edward Rose was born in
Cincinnati on April 14, 1941. He
went to Western Hills High School
and signed with the Reds on June
18, 1960.
"He was an average ballplayer,"
said Paul Nohr, his high school
coach. "He was not exceptional."
By 1963 he made it to the majors
(Cont'd on page 7)

,

By HAL BOCK

And, of course, he gave the
world the Super Bowl.
Retirement rumors had circulated
from time to time over the last two
years, but fact replaced rumor suddenly on Wednesday when Rozelle
said he was stepping down, effective immediately.
The owners will find a replacement, of course, but it is unlikely
they'll accomplish what they did in
1960. "We were so lucky to get so
much more than we bargained
for," said New York Giants owner
Wellington Mara, one of those who
backed Rozelle as a compromise
candidate.

He will be remembered most for
his impact on TV football.
It was Rozelle who, in collaboration with ABC executive Roone
Arledge, came up with the idea of
Monday Night football. The games
changed the leisure habits of the
country and the series is now the
longest continuous sports program
on television.
And it was Rozelle who negotiated a landmark five-year. $2.1
billion contract with television's
three major networks in 1981, and
then expanded the NFL's TV exposure to cable, selling a Sunday
(Cont'd on page 7)

UK begins hunting new coach
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
University of Kentucky has set up
an eight-member committee to
screen candidates for the vacancy
created by the resignation of head
basketball coach Eddie Sutton.
The committee will be headed by
Lexington businessman William
Sturgill and will provide recommendations to Athletic DirectorDesignate C.M. Newton, Kentucky
President David Roselle said
Wednesday.
He said Newton will make the
final recommendation to the athletic board.
In his news release, Roselle also
said he will charge the committee
to "find the best basketball coach

possible" as quickly as possible.
Last Sunday, Sutton quit the
program now under investigation
by the NCAA.
Other members of the screening
committee:
—Charles Wcthington Jr.,
chancellor of the UK Community
College System and a member of
the UK Athletics Association board
of directors.
—Robert Lawson, a UK law professor and faculty representative to
the NCAA and the Southeastern
Conference.
—Peggy Meszaros, dean of the
UK College of Home Economics
and a member of the athletics association board of directors.

—Terry Mobley, associate vice
president for alumni and development and former Kentucky basketball player.
—Richard Parsons, director of
planned giving for the university's
development office and former
player and assistant coach at
Kentucky.
—Bobby Watson, Owensboro,
former UK trustee, basketball
coach at Owensboro High School
and Kentucky basketball player.
—S.T. Roach, Lexington, a
member of the UK athletics association board of dirctors and retired
basketball coach of the old Dunbar
High School in Lexington.

MARCH MADNESS
Marshall County guard Alicia Sells didn't pass up a chance to hit the
winning shot in yesterday's first-round state tournament action.

Lady Racers measure their success

Girls' Sweet Sixteen

Sells' shot lifts MCHS
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP i
Nlarshall County guard Aa.ia Sells knew
it was "now or never" when she took the winning shot in a first-round
game of the Girls State High School Basketball Tournament.
Sells made a short jump shot in the lane with 38 seconds left Wednesday, lifting the Lady, Marshals to a 4240 victory over Pulaski County.
"I knew I had to do something." she said. "In the state tournament,
it's now or _never.—
But Marshall County's win wasn't secure until Pulaski County's Amber
Smith had missed three shots — two 2-pointers and a 3-pointer — in the
final 12 seconds.
"We got the ball in the hands of the person we wanted to. Unfortunately, it didn't fall," Pulaski County coach Larry Hurt said. "Twice I felt
she got fouled because both times she fell backwards and that shouldn't
happen.•'
Marshall County coach Howard Beth had a different view.
"They (the referees) let them play and that's the way it should be. The
kids should determine the basketball game," Beth said.
In other first-round games Wednesday. Clark County edged FlemingNeon 40-37, Logan County nipped Phelps 50-48 and Boone County beat
West Hopkins 53-43.
In first-round action today, Lexington Henry. Clay meets Clay County,
Nelson County plays Oldham County, defending state champion Louisville Southern goes up against West Carter and Louisville Manual ends the
day against Ohio County.
The quarterfinals will be Friday, the semifinals Saturday morning and
the championship game Saturday night.

realize what a tremendous year this
was," Childers said Monday afternoon. "This year's season could
possibly be the one we use to meaThe only pressure on the Lady
sure our success."
Racers in today's first-round
The Lady Racers didn't just
Women's National Invitational
appear at the end of the yardstick,
Tournament game is the need to
however. Their progress came
achieve; a need which continues to
inch-by-inch. In the 1984-85 seagrow as their achievements conson, Childers' first year, the Lady
tinue to mount.
Racers slogged through a 10-18
Today's (1 p.m.) matchup
against the Richmond Lady Spiders • year — a record not unremarkable
in Amarillo, Texas will go down in• to a program which had won 26
and lost 49 in the three years previthe history books of the Murray
State women's program regardless
ous to Childers' arrival.
The next year saw the arrival of
of the outcome, serving as the first
time the Lady Racers have
the Memphis Magician, Sheila
appeared in national post-season
Smith, to the Lady Racer camp,
competition. With a win, the Lady
along with Marshall County standRacers will set another record —
out Rona Poe. The freshmen were
most victories in a season — but, plugged into the lineup...the Lady
win or lose, head coach Bud ChilRacers finished 12-16, losing five
ders realizes the 1988-89 campaign
of their last six games.
has been, in his words, "a measurThen came 1986-87, when the
ing stick" for the program.
Lady Racers strung together their
"I think that, when this year is
first winning season since an 11-10
over, we're going to sit back and
record in 1973-75. The Lady Rac-

ByDANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

ers were beginning to think like
winners, but still had trouble
against OVC competition, dropping
five of their last seven Outings but
still managing to end with a 17-12
overall mark.
That was followed by last year's
record-setting season, when the
Lady Racers gained a strong freshman cast and exploded onto the
women's basketball scene, posting
a 21-7 record and missing postseason play only because of accidental over-scheduling which prevented them from competing in the
Ohio Valley Conference
tournament.
This year saw Smith and Poe
complete their senior seasons at
MSU, Smith as the program's alltime scoring leader (and only the
third player in women's or men's
play to cross the 2,000 point plateau) while Poe reached the top of
the all-time career assists column.
The Lady Racers, despite a sea(Coned on page 7)

Sports Notices
Softball Sign-ups
The Murray-Calloway County Girls' Summer Softball League will
conduct registration on Saturday, March 25, from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. at
the Calloway Covnty Middle School gymnasium. The league offers
competition for girls 7 to 19 years of age.
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Racer Basketball Banquet
The 1989 Murray State Racer Basketball Banquet will be held on
Saturday, April 8, at 7 p.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom on the
MSU campus. Attendance will be by reservation only; tickets are
$12 for adults and $6 for children. To make reservations, call the
MSU Basketball office at 762-6804 by March 31.

33x22 Stainless Steel Doubk
Bowl Sink is buffed to a satin
finish. Padded for noise reduction. 4006
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Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
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Baseball Sign-ups
The Murray-Calloway County Baseball Association will conduct
registration on Saturday, March 25 from 9 a.m.-1 p.m. at DennisonHunt Sporting Goods in Murray. Six leagues offer competition for
boys 5 to 18 years of'age and there are no scheduling conflicts with
soccer.
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son of injuries that saw Smith, Poe,
Karen Johnson and Melissa Huffman lose playing time, went on to
compile a 21-8 record so far, post
impressive wins over Western Kentucky, South Alabama and Middle
Tennessee at Racer Arena and
defeat Middle at Middle for the
first time during the opening round
of the OVC tournament.
Murray lost to Tennessee Tech
by one point in the OVC championship, but the Lady Racers
already had claimed the eye of the
WNIT committee, who chose the
Lady Racers as one of their eight
select teams.
Childers feels the Lady Racers
are capable of winning the whole
shebang in Amarillo if they stay
healthy and play to their level of
excellence.
No matter what happens in
today's game, the Murray State
women will compete on Friday and
Saturday in either the championship brackets or in a consolation
round.
There'll be little need for consolation, however, even if the Lady

Racers should lose all three contests. They've already proven
themselves as winners, and they
have posted a season - in some
cases, a career - that future Lady
Racer teams will look back on and
say "There. There is where it all
started."
• • •
One problem Childers and the
Lady Racers may face next year is
in trying to maintain the level of
success. "It's going to take a lot,"
Childers acknowledged - but he
did so with an unworried look on
his face.
No one dares to hope that Childers and the Lady Racers can
uncover another Smith; such silk is
rare material. The Lady Racer
recruiters haven't been idle, however, and the team's success on the
court has helped their efforts to
maintain excellence in the future.
"It's already helped us in recruiting," Childers said of the Lady
Racers' WNIT bid. "There are 16
teams left in the women's NCAA
tournament and eight in the NIT,
so we're one of only 24 teams still
playing at this time."

Attendance at Lady Racer games
is still unfairly low; amazingly,
many people in this basketballcrazy area still haven't realized that
you don't have to have slam dunks
to perform at a high level of
competency.
But attendance levels are slowly
climbing, and there is a solid core
of support for the Lady Racers
building in the community and
within the university itself.
Childers gratefully acknowledged that support, noting that the
Lady Racers would not have been
able to compete in the WNIT today
if not for the cooperation of MSU
athletic director Michael Strickland
and Murray State president Kala
Stroup.
• • •

Childers also tipped his hat to
the Tennessee Tech Eaglettes, who
reached the second round of the
women's NCAA tournament and
scared 8th-ranked Iowa at Iowa
before losing by two points.
"I'm proud of the Tennessee
Tech girls," Childers said. "They
represented our conference very

well.
"It just goes to show how strong
our league was this year," he
added. "I think it proves we (the
OVC) should have had three teams
in post-season play."
While happy to be in the WNIT.
Childers and the Lady Racers still
feel they were somewhat snubbed
by the NCAA committee which
issued invitations to the 32-team
field.
That snubbing will be a common
complaint in Amarillo, Childers
noted. "There is one overriding
theme to the NIT," he said. "All
eight teams feel like they got shorthanded by the NCAA.

•

Rozelle arrived just about the
same time as the rival American
Football League, a development
that created a war for players and
television ratings. In 1962, he
negotiated a $9.3 million TV contract with CBS, a deal that earned
him re-election as commissioner
and a $10,000 bonus that pushed
his salary to $60,000.
A year later, he banned Alex

•

State Farm insurance Companies
Horne Cahoon Bloomington tainois

NFL commissioner Pete Rozelle (left), shown with No. 1 draft pick
Aundray Smith at the 1988 NFL draft, has announced his resignation
after 29 years of NFL growth.

733-9627
201 S. 6th St.

National Invitation Tournam•nt
Second Round
Monday, March 20
Alabama-Birmingham 84, Richmond 61
Vitianova 76, Penn Stale 67
Connecticut 73, Calitomd 72
Ono State 85 Nebraska 74
St Lou. 73, Wisconsin 88
Michigan State 79, Wichita State 67
Tuesday, March 21
St John's 78, Oklahoma Stale 64
New Mexico 86 Pepperdine 69
• • •
Quarterfinals
Wednesday, March 22
Alabama-Birmingham 85. Connecticut 79
Michigan State 70, Villanova 63
Thursday, March 23
St John's, 17-13, at Oho State, 19-14, 8
pm
St Louis, 25-9, at New Mexico 22 9 935
pm
• • •
Semifinals
Monday, March 27
At New York
learns and times IBA
Championship
Wednesday, March 29
At Neve York
Semifinal winners, 8 p m
Third Place
Semifinal losers. 6 pm

"In my judgement, we were all
worthy," he added.
The old saying -"Hell hath no
fury like a woman scorned" should prove applicable when the
WNIT begins, for Childers is looking for an intense series of games
from the eight-team field.
"It may be a better tournament
(than the NCAA) in terms of competitiveness," he said. "I think all
the teams are out to prove a point."

Karras and Paul Hornung, two of
the league's top stars, for gambling. It was a bold act of discipline that secured Rozelle's power
base. That year, the 37-year-old
commissioner was named Sportsman of the Year by Sports
Illustrated.
By 1966, the two warring
leagues, weary of the battle for
player Wen merged, creating a
single professional football league
with Rozelle as commissioner. The
merger also produced a world
championship game, which would
eventually come to be known as
the Super Bowl and evolve as
America's favorite single sporting
event.
Later, Rozelle and the established NFL twice would fight off
challenges from new leagues, first
the WFL, then the USFL, emerging
from both encounters more solidly
entrenched than ever. In 1974, the
owners gave him a 10-year contract
as commissioner.
He moved swiftly and decisively
against players who used drugs,
sometimes clashing with the players' union over the issue. Just this
week, he announced implementation of a program to test for steroid
use by players.
Even two bitter player strikes
and litigation from league members, most notably ex-AFL chief Al
Davis, did not ruffle Rozelle. He
emerged from every encounter with
his image in place and his league
flourishing.

See me for all
your family
insurance Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
needs."
Jane Rogers

EAST REGIONAL
Semifinals
Al East Rutherford, N.J.
Friday, March 24
Minnesota, 19-11, vs. Duke, 26-7, 641 pm
Georgetown, 28-4, vs. North Carolina Slate,
22-8, 30 minutes alter first game
Championship
At East Rutherford, N.J.
Sunday, March 26
Minnesota-Duke winner vs GeorgetownN.C. State winner, 305 p.m
• • •
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
S•M ifinals

At Lexington, Ky.
Thursday, March 23
Oikatiorna, 30-5. vs Virginia, 21 10, 641
m
lActugan. 26-7, vs North Carolina. 29 7 . 30
minutes after first game
Championship
At Lexington, Ky.
Saturday, March 25
Oklahoma-Virginia winner vs Michigan
North Carolina winner, 12 58 pm
• • •
MIDWEST REGIONAL
Semifinals
At Minneapolis
Friday, March 24
Illinois. 29-4, vs. Louisville, 24 8, 7 09 pm
Missouri. 29.7, vs Syracuse 79 7. 30
minutes alter first game
Championship
At Minneapolis
Sunday. March 26
Illinois-louisvdte winner vs Missouri
Syracuse winner, 12.15 pm
• • •
WEST REGIONAL
Semifinals
At D•nver
Thursday, March 23
Seton Hall, 28-6, vs Indana. 277 7 09
pm
Arizona, 29-3. vs Nev.-Las Vegas, 28-7,30
minutes after first game
Championship
At Denver
Saturday, March 25
Arizona-UNLV winner vs Seto° Hall
Indiana winner, 3:05 pm
• • •
THE FINAL FOUR
At Seattle
Semifinals
Saturday, April 1
East champion vs. West champion
Southeast champion vs Midwest champion
Championship
Monday, AprIl 3
Semifinal winners, 8.08 p.m.

Jane Rogers Insurance
201 South 6th Street

L
9EAKFAST

753-9627

PLATE LUNCHES - STEAKS - FISH cSEAFr;

All You Can Eat
Specials Good Thurs. Fri, & Sat.

Fried Shrimp and Fried Clam Strips 0
0
0
0
u_
th
Ky. Lake Catfish Steaks
u‘i
cn

$495

$495
Pond Raised Catfish
Steaks or Fiddlers
$595

•

All Meals include: Choice of Potato, White
Beans, Cole Slaw, Hush Puppies

Homeplace Family Restaurant

are unmatched. By the time he
retired in 1986, he finished with:
• Major league records of 4,246
hits, 14,053 at-bats, 3,562 games
and 1,972 winning games.
• NL records of 2,165 run and
746 doubles.
• Three batting titles.
• Awards as the NL's Most Valuable Player in 1973 and MVP of
the World Series in 1975.
• The 1975 Hickock Award as
the top professional athlete.
• Sixteen appearances in the All-

1
.00 x•
xe

Darn Shipley
The Murray
Insuramoe Agency
Bel Air easier 755-4751

Allstate*
Alleue• lasereeseOmarmy
Alletese L temrimmOsemser

AUTOS
0
00
0
°

"My approach to the game is the
same as an oldtimer's," he said.
"You're supposed to have fun, do
your thing."

PICK-UPS

NSVN

VANS

a

Drive Thru Automatic with Soft Cloth Wash Which
Includes, The Bottom Blaster: Flushes Dirt From Under
Carriage And The High 'n' Dry Touch Free Dryer.

Plus, Turtle Wax with Sun-Stop Spray;
Ultra Violet Protection For Automotive Finishes
Also The Rust Inhibitor; Sprays Undercarriage
with Protective Rust & Corrosion Sealant
0

ID CANOPY COVERED DETAIL

Call The
MURRAY INSURANCE
AGENCY
and compare before
you buy.
Maybe I can save
you some money on
top-quality protection,
whatever
your insurance
needs.

S
0
1)4

Star Game.
He is able to recite his statistics
without hesitation. He knows
everything he's done.
"4,256 hits. 2,200 runs. That's
all I did," Rose said. "I'm a Hall
of Famer."
But more than the numbers, he's
known for his desire to win.

AREA
Vacuums, Air Fragrance, Carpet Shampooer & More
Model SE2769W

14

27" Zenith Remote
Color T.V.'s
'Computer Space
Command
Remote Control
•Chromacolor Contrast
Picture Tube
.178 Channel Tuning
'Programmable Channel
Scan

A Service That's Almost Extinct - But We Provide It

HAND WASHING AND WAXING
INTERIOR CLEANED AND VACUUMED
PICK-UP & DELIVERY

Features Including:

CALL MELODIE FOR APPOINTMENT
HEATED FLOORS

in Automatic & Self Serve Bays
No Ice & No Slipping in Winter Months

Model SE2719P
Steno

SAVINGS ON ALL
IN-STORE TV'S

Listen to music in self serve bays -

"In Stereo"

Model SE2715H
Sono

"WM

300 EAST SYCAMORE
753-0548

ih,4UJIH)gin,M 1kHV/bln

Tucker T.V.

1914 Coldwater Rd., Murray

753-2900

cn

u) 1906 Coldwater Rd.
XiEAKFAST - PLATE LUNCHES - STEAKS - F7I5
FF
-)
S9H-1-86S4E At

Rose's legacy is secure...
(Cont'd from page 6)
and, in 1964, he was the National
League Rookie of the Year.
He spent 16 years with the Reds,
became a free agent and played in
Philadelphia for five years. He
became a free agent again and went
to Montreal in 1984. He was with
the Expos until that Aug. 16, then
was traded to Cincinnati for infielder Tom Lawless and was named
manager of the Reds.
"He's ours and we love him,"
Cincinnati Mayor Charles J. Luken
said when he unveiled the street
sign for Pete Rose Way.
Many of his accomplishments

7

,molly8.11.(1

•

others said, 'Well, how about
Pete?' He was the next guy on the
list - maybe the last one," Mara
said with a laugh.
To understand just how long the
NFL has been run by Pete Rozelle,
consider this: since 1960, baseball
has had four commissioners, with a
fifth to take office April 1, basketball has had three commissioners
and hockey two.

PAGF

SCOREBOARD

Rozelle resigns after 29 years...
(Cont'd from page 6)
night series to ESPN as part of the
next contract in 1986.
A year earlier, in 1985, he was
elected to the Pro Football Hall of
Fame, a a unique honor since such
selections almost always are made
after the candidate has retired.
Not bad for a longshot choice
who was picked to end an acrimonius deadlock as the NFL owners
sought a successor for the late Bert
Bell.
•
"The meetings went on maybe
10 days - day and night sessions
- and an impasse developed,"
Ronne recalled. "As I recall,
seven clubs were supporting Marshall Leahy, who was an attorney
for the San Francisco 49ers, and
then you had four other clubs who
supported several other people judges, team people, all sorts of
others."
Eventually, Mara, Paul Brown
and the late Dan Reeves, owner of
the Los Angeles Rams, suggested
Rozelle, the former public relations
director and general manager of the
Rams.
He was elected the league's sixth
commissioner on Jan. 26, 1960, at
the age of 33.
"I was totally shocked," he
said, "because I was so young and
because they'd considered so many
other people who had so much
more experience in football than
I."
Mara said he, Brown and Reeves
approached Rozelle "out of
desperation."
"All the owners had discussed
compromise candidates - one of
them was Vince Lombardi - and I
think in the last analysis Dan and
Paul and I and maybe one or two
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Friday, March 24
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building to carpool to
Paducah for dancing. For information call Pamela at 753-7638.

Panel on "The Changing Roles
of Women" in celebration of
National Women's History Month
will be at 2:30 p.m. in Room 208
of Faculty Hall, Murray State
University.

"Crimes of the Heart" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park. For
information call 759-1752.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.

Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
rhurch will host Bell Ministries
and its presentation of "Mary's
Story" at 7 p.m.
Special benefit for Children's
Miracle Network Telethon will be
to have pictures made with Easter
Bunny from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
Wal-Mart.
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet at
11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Foobie D. Robot will present
programs on drugs at 8:15 a.m., 10
a.m. and 1 p.m. at East Calloway
Elementary School.
"Five For Life" event will open
at 7 p.m. at Kenlake State Park
Lodge.
High Science Fair will start at 8
a.m. in Curris Center, Murray State
University.
Murray State University men's
tennis team will play Eastern Kentucky at 2:30 p.m. on the varsity
courts.
_Parkinson's Disease Support
Group will meet at 12 noon in education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
- Games will be played at Murray
Moose Lodge.

Saturday, March 25
form from 7 to 10 p.m. in Curris
Center Theatre, Murray State
University.
Calloway County High School
Class of 1980 will meet at 2 p.m.
at Shoncy's Restaurant to plan its
10-year-reunion. For information
call 753-8151 or 759-4053.
Special benefit for Children's
Miracle Network Telethon will be
to have pictures made with Easter
Bunny from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Wal-Mart.

Annual Good Friday service of
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will be at 12 noon
at St. Leo's Catholic Church

Murray-Calloway County Baseball Association will have 1989
baseball registration from 9 a.m. to
I p.m. at Dennison -Hunt Sporting
Goods.

Westside Baptist Church Music
Ministry will present "The Old
Rugged Cross" at 8 p.m. at church.

Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 10 a.m.
at the club house.

Calloway County Public LAhrary
will be closed today.

Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Buttermaking at 2 p.m. at Home-place
1850
Saturday, March 25
Murray Civitan Pancake Day
will he from 5 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Rudy's Restaurant.
Calloway County Public Library
will he closed today.
Car wash by. Main Street Youth
Center will be from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Hardee's parking lot.
Main Street Youth Center will be
open from 5 p.m. to 12 midnight.
For information call 753-TEEN.
Easter Egg Hunt for preschool
through third grade will be at 10
a.m. at Murray Country club.
Gospel singing . featuring "Just
By Faith" group will be at 6 p.m.
at General Baptist Church, thest-Tart- Strcet
Calloway Speech Team will per-

Three-On-Three Basketball
Tournament will be at 8 a.m. at
Murray State University Sports
Arena.
Murray-Calloway County Girls
Summer Softball League will have
"sign up" from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Calloway County Middle School
gym.

• Discounts for larg• gatherings ,
• One of th• largest hew
retailers in West Ky.

•Low Case Prices
•Super wine department
domestic & imporl•d
•Carry out service

$1

Reg. $15.15

Mezcal Tequila

750

Reg. $16.40

175

Reg. $12.50

Scoresby
Very Rare Scotch

1.75

Reg. $17.60

J&B Scotch 175
$31 15

Maker's ,
•••• Mark
WHMKV

Saturday, March 25
Lucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
Murray State University Tennis
team will play Memphis State at 9
a.m. and Louisville at 2 p.m. on
varsity courts.
Murray State University
women's track team will host the
Racer Races in Stewart Stadium.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Birds of Prey at
10:30 a.m., Spring Wildflower
Hike at 2:30 p.m. and Deer of LBL
at 3 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Spring Newborns at the
Farm from 1 to 4 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. and Candlemaking at
1:30 p.m. at Homcplace-1850.

Mickey Mouse
and friends top
translated list
of publications

PARIS (AP) — Mickey Mouse
and his fellow Disney cartoon characters have edged out Lenin, AgatAA and Al-Anon will meet at 8 ha Christie and the Bible in one
p.m. at American Legion Building, measure of world popularity, a
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
U.N. group reports.
The magazine UNESCO SourDance will be from 8 p.m. to 12 ces, prepared by the U.N. Educanoon at Murray Moose Lodge.
tional, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, said in its March
Singles Organizational Society issue that Walt Disney's cartoonwill meet at 1 p.m. for a program illustrated stories have taken the
by Dr. Mary Frank Valentine at lead in a list of most-often transChamber of Commerce building. lated works.
At 7:30 p.m. the group will meet
The Disney stories were transthere to carpool to Playhouse in the
into other languages 284
Park. For information call Pamela lated
1983, the latest year for
in
times
at 753-7638.
which full statistics have been
magazine said.
Jackson Purchase Historical Soc- drawn up, the
Vladimir I. Lenin,lounder of the
Georat
noon
12
at
meet
will
iety
Soviet state, was second with 276
gio's Restaurant, Paducah.
transations, followed by 262 for
Agatha
"Crimes of the Heart" will be British mystery novelist
fourth,
ranked
Bible
The
Christie.
presented at 8 p.m. at Playhouse in
with
219
translations.
For
Murray-Calloway County Park.
The magazine counted 55,618
information call 759-1752.
translations produced in 55 counis the most
Science Fair, Grades 1 through tries. West Germany
translations.
7,600
with
prolific,
8, will be at 8 a.m. at West Ken-

We're Much Closer To
Murray Than Any Other Party Store
12 Miles North Of Mayfield On Hwy. 45

Reg

'Satanic Verses' top bestseller list

(Coil'd from page .5)

Friday, March 24
Catholic Church will
Leo's
St.
have its Good Friday service at 7
p.m.

Popov Vodka

In"

Best selling books for the week
of March 19 have been released as
follows:
ncnQN
1 "The Sauime Vases," Salman Rushdie
2 "Sur," Danielle Steel
3 "The Edge," Dick Francis
4 "The Long Dark Tea-Tune of the Soul,"
Douglas Adams
5 "A Prayer for Oven Meany," John Irving
6 "Midnight," Dean R Kounu
7 "The Sands of Time," Sldney Sheldon
''Morning Glory,' LaV yrle Spencer
9 "The Forum," Michael Korda
10. "Billy Bathgate." E.L Doctoros

NON-IPICTiON
1 "Wealth Without Risk," Charles (hymns
2 "All I Really Need to Know 1 Learned In
Kindergarten," Robert Pulghum
3 "The I Week Cholestaol Cure," Robert
P. Kowalski
4. "Blind Faith," Joe McOuuuss
S. "The Blooding," Joseph Wambaugh
6. "Getting the Love You Want," Harville
lleodna
7. "A Bnef History of Tune," Stephen
hawking
II "One Up on Wall Street," Peter Lynch
9 "Count Out Cholesterol," Dr An Maw
10 "Sritokey Inside My Life," Smokey
Robinson
(Courtesy of Waldenbooks)

Your individual
Horoscope
FraRces Drake
Fl Of FRIDAY, MARCH 24, 1989
positive changes at hornsARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Innovative methods will bring you (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
You have creativity and originality
success on the job. Be careful not to
go overboard in your use of credit today, but try not to let your ego get
in the way of accomplishment. Don't
today. Take nothing for granted
put off until tomorrow what can be
where money is concerned now.
done today.
TAURUS
SAGI7TARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Friends could be a distraction now. (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
development
A
surprising
It will take extra self-discipline on
your part to make headway on the job financially today is positive but
today. A partner has a pleasant should be kept to yourself. There's an
inclination to go overboard in
surprise for you umight.
pleasure-seeking now. Guard against
GEMINI
mum Aerate behavior.
(May 21 ti June 20)
CAPRICORN
You may be thrilled by a new
assignment or some new ideas you (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
know your priorities today. You'll
come up with today on the job.
new
make some interesting
li(outitie right niiw doesn't appeal to
to
remember
but
now,
friendships
on
your
fall
behind
could
you
and
you
fulfill promises already made to
daily work
others..Stay on top of details on the
CANCER
job.
(June 21 to July 22)
Its not a gimxi day to have others AQUARIUS
over nor should you mix business (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
This is clearly a time to play your
with pleasure at present. However,
going out to a new restaurant or cards close to the chest in business.
Be wary of those who talk too much.
entertainment with a loved one
Research brings you in touch with
brings you both joy.
important new information.
LEO
PISCES
sow
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
A job that can be done from the (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Extra expenses are likely to arise
home may be offered to you now.
People who drop by could upset your now, especially in connnection with
your travel. Surprise invitations come
routine. You may have to
all tonight. Be ready for a happy change
at
anything
get
to
down
foot
in plans.
accomplished now.
YOU...BORN TODAY may be drawn
-VIRGO
to politics and public service. You're
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
You'll derive 'mire satisfaction quite a competitor and dislike the
from creative pursints than business meaning of the word defeat. You
today. Don't let someone with a big thrive on challenges but should
line waste your time. Evening hours overcome a tendency to be touchy at
times. You're a person who needs to
favor celebrations.
keep busy to be happy. You have
LIBRA
ett literary and artistic talents and may
(Sept. 2:3 to Oct.22)
You're in the mood today where also be drawn to a legal career.
you'll spend freely in the pursuit of Birthdate of: Thomas E. Dewey,
good times. Try not to let things slide politician; Mathilde Marchesi, singing
on the job. You may be making some teacher, and Steve McQueen, actor.

GIE

fAt

A

THERE ARE LOTS OF
REASONSTOTRYOUT
OURSAME-DAY
SWERSON LOANS.
Bills for dentist. New golf membership.
College tuition. Trip to the Virgin Islands.
Dirt bikes. New compact disc player.
Exercise equipment. New hunting gear.
New air conditioning.
New gutters. New baby. Honeymoon.
Wedding reception.
Trip to the hospital.
Law school tuition.
New trailer for boat.
c) New clothes. Business school tuition. New porch.
.Trip to Europe. Cruise to the Bahamas. New boat.
Engagement ring.
Wedding ring. New roof.
Mobile phone.10-speed bikes.
New fishing equipment.
New kitchen. New bedroom.
Mobile home. New den.
Trip to Mexico.
New plumbing. New car.
New wardrobe. Trip to London.
Trip to Hawaii. Wedding gown.
New golf clubs. New heating.
Ski vacation.
Home entertainment center.
New depth finder for boat.
NewVCR.Community college tuition.
New furniture. Marina fees for boat. New stereo.
Call TranSouth about a loan in the morning and well have
an answer for you in the aftemoon.What better reason could there be to try us than that?
MANS:MTH
TheRitIfen.Rit NUN
1300 Johnson Blvd.• Murray •(502)759-4941

iniMOMM1.0111.•,•-
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Southern Legislative Conference
scheduled for next October

Dealt?
4,4

JACKSON, Miss.(AP) — About
300 legislators and guests from
throughout the South will meet in
Mississippi in October for the 1989
fall session of the Southern Legislative Conference's fiscal affairs
and government operations
committee.
Rep. Charlie William of Senatobia, who is chairman of the committee, said Wednesday that the
meeting is scheduled for Oct.
14-18 in Olive Branch. The vice
chairman of the committee is Sen.
J. Richard Conder of North
Carolina.
We are anticipating a large
turnout for this important three-day

mum
Wambaugh
'ant," Harvtlic

me," Stephen

' Petar Lynch
Dr. Art Ulan.
.de,' Smotey

Compulsive Disorder Victims
Find Help They Can Count On
By Abigail Van Buren
1989 by Univelsal Press SynclIcare
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DEAR ABBY: You were right to
tell Count Dracula that compulsive
counting is fairly common. Some
people are always counting something — the number of stairs they
go up or down, the number of poets
in a fence, cars on the highway,
light bulbs in a sign, etc. It can be
harmless, or carried to the point
where a person thinks he's going
insane. Doctors call it "Obsessive
Compulsive Behavior Disorder" or

nab Cop" who appealed to you to
help bring back the saying, "The
policeman is your friend." Whether
or not his police department has a
public relations division to give
talks in schools is not the issue.
First, if the officer is a uniformed
patrolman, he probably has no say
in department policy or programs.
Second, it's not the schools or the
department he is appealing to, it's
the parents. If parents have already
instilled fear of policemen in their
children, then giving talks to
schools isn't going to help change
that.
Many departments do work with
schools in this area, but it's not
enough. Abby, you should help
educate the parents. They cannot
use the image of the "cop" to
threaten their children, and then
turn around and expect the children
to be respectful of the uniform and
turn to the police when they are lost
or need help.
Being a police officer is one of the
most frustrating jobs in the world.
Half the time we are the good guys;
half the time we are the bad guys.
And all the time we are in danger
of being shot or attacked in some
way — if not by the cri.minal
element, then by the courts, the
press or public opinion. It's ironic
that most people become police
officers to help, others, yet seldom
get the help or support they need
from others to do their jobs well.
Abby, please remind parents that
what they teach their children
about law enforcement stays with
them forever.
ANOTHER COP IN NEW YORK

An estimated one in every 40
men, women and children has some
form of OCD. I know, because I am
an OCD sufferer. For years I
thought I was the only person in the
world who couldn't stop counting
everything.
The good news is that doctors
now realize that OCD is a PHYSICAL illness — and there is medication that can bring it under control.
Three years ago, many of us who
were being treated in the Yale Clinic
OCD program in New Haven,
Conn., formed an organization to
educate and offer support to the
estimated 5 million OCD sufferers
throughout tlr“ountry. Today, this
national non-fit OCD Foundation offers adviCe, information,
newsletters, referrals to treatment
centers and "phone pals" to OCD
sufferers and their families in all 50
states.
It's not just a sompulsion to
count; it includes saving things
until there is no more space to
accommodate the collection, and
the uncontrollable habit of pulling
one's own hair or eyelashes out. The
list goes on and on.
Thank you, Abby, for giving this
DEAR COP:Thank you. A rap
hidden disorder national exposure
-so those who have it will not feel so on the knuckles with a billy club
alone and can seek the help they for Abby.
need to control this disorder.
* 5*
FRAN SYDNEY, NEW HAVEN
DEAR FRAN: Thank you for
providing me with this information so I could publicize it.
Those who are interested may
write to The OCD Foundation,
P.O. Box 9573, New Haven,
Conn., 06535. This is a nonprofit group,so please enclose a
long, self-addresaaeie stamped
(25 cents) envelope.
*5*

DEAR ABBY: You missed the
boat on the letter from the "Sayan-

DEAR READERS: Have a
heart. A living creature is not a
toy, so this Easter, do not give
a furred or feathered pet to a
child who is too young to care
for it properly.
* * *

People are eating them up! To order
your copy of Abby's favorite recipes,
send your name and address, plus
check or money order for $3.50 1114 in
Canada) to: Abby's Cookbooklet, P.O.
Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 61054.
(Postage is included.)
-.

meeting. FAGO is the Southern
Legislative Conference's largest
committee, and serves as the host
for a joint meeting of several cornmitte,es each year," Williams said.
He said the meeting will include
discussions among legislators,
leaders of private business and
industry and regulatory agencies on
such issues as economic development, banking, transportation and
education.
The Southern Legislative Conference is one of lour regional legislative groups operating under the
Council of State Governments, a
national organization of state
governments.

JOAN'S

Varieties

SIDEWALK SALE
Fri. & Sat. 9-5
Left to right, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, Easter *Seal Amabassador
Jamie Braxzell of Graves County and State Easter Seal Campaign
Chairman Martha Wilkinson met to kickoff the state Easter Seal
Campaign.

Coleman settles for 2.2 million
in suit against father's will
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP) suit, Boyd Coleman claimed his
— Charles B. Coleman had the father suffered from paranoid deluwill, but it was his disinherited son
sions and was unable to knowingly
make his will.
who had his way.
When Coleman died four years
The son said Charles Coleman
was embittered toward his former
ago, he left a $7 million estate and
wife, who divorced him in 1935
specifically directed that none of it
go to his son, Boyd Coleman of
when Boyd Coleman was 2, and
Chattanooga.
'taught me as a small child to hate
But the younger Coleman Chalmy mother and grandmother."
lenged the will and reached an outThe' settlement also included
of-court settlement, announced
$550,000 for Moises and Maria
Tuesday, that will give him one- Solis-Ocanas, who clammed they
third of the estate — more than
were grossly underpaid while
$2.2 million.
working for Charles Coleman and
In the will, whtch-names''Sr°"'filed two suits seeking back wages
Jude Children's Research Hospital
and damages.
in Memphis and Shriners Children's Hospital in Lexington, Ky.,
as beneficiaries, the father said:
"I have carefully considered
whether or not to make any provision in this will for my son, Charles B. Coleman Jr., and have
decided not to do so for reasons
sufficient to me. This omission is
intentional and not occasioned by
an accident or mistake."
In his Hamilton County
Chancery Court challenging the

$3-$5-$7-$10 Racks
Dresses, Blouses, Slacks, Skirts
Children's Wear and Children's Coats

2 DAYS ONLY!!!

FURTHER REDUCTIONS
INSIDE!

1/2

Swimwear
Price
Long Denim Outlaw-Jackets

40% off
Short Denim Jackets
and Spring Dresses

30% off

All Children's Name-Brand
Clothing

40% off

(Including Martha Miniatures)
Downtown Murray
"Every Day's A Sale Day at Jo-An's"

MURRAY SUPPLY COMPANY
Is Your Aqua Glass Distributor

We carry over

125
units in stock
at all times
from a
32" shower
to a 7 foot spa.
1986 GMC TC10903, V-8, APT, P.S. A/C, Clean
Truck Low Mile
9250

1982 Chevrolet S10,4 Cyl., A/T, P.S., Clean,$2495

4.
1
''
'

1
1

3.

And your American Standard Distributor
See our large inventory, then hear our prices before you
purchase bathroom or kitchen fixtures.

1984 Chevrolet,3/4 Ton, V-8, A/T,P.S., A/C,$5750

1984 Chevrolet CIO, V-8, A/T, P.S., A/C, $6,500

ces.

Pedestal Sinks
One Piece Toilets
1979 Newport Chrysler, V-8, A/T, P.S., A/C,$995

1984 Chevette, 2 Door, 4 Cyl., 4 speed,Clean,

Whirlpool Tubs

Visit Our Showroom! Ill

n

Faucets

Countertop Sinks
Home of Quality, Service & Low Prices Since 1955
1983 Chevrolet Caprice Wagon, V-8, API,P.

that?

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES, INC
8:00-5:00 M-F, 8:00-Noon Sat.
3 Min. So. on 641 753-1372
Ben Nix - Jack Foley - Don McCord
Kent Wisehart

rnuRR

y
UPPLY COMPANY

I' %(..
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IRS establishes deadline for filing claims on 1985 returns
already withheld have only 25 days
to file a claim with the IRS
After April 15, the refunds will
be lost forever

WASHINGTON (AP) — Taxpayers whose 1985 federal refunds
were shortchanged or lost because
they forget to subtract taxes
•

T;a:

•0

".

_•

. •,

•••

The agency indicated that most
people who
-squeezed by the
old policy S. bly were taxpayers
who in 1 85 received lump-sum

old_ policy had prohibited IRS
employees from notifying taxpayers who neglected to take a credit
for withheld taxes.

The Internal Revenue Service on
Wednesday outlined a procedure
for tiling such refund claims, one
day after acknowledging that an

,
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Louis Rich Bun Size

Grade 'A' Split

Turkey
Franks

Fryer
Breast

Oscar Mayer 1 lb.

179

Bacon

I.

lb. $

lb.

015
•

Hyde Park Frozen

Hyde Park Frozen

Turkey
Breast

Baking
Hen

lb.

$129

97

Owens Best Family Pk. Ground

Beef

3-41b. lb.

lb.

Order Pit Baked Hams &
Bar-B-Oue Shoulders
For Easter!

99°
69°
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-

,‘
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••
•
••

••
4"

Fields Kentuckian Boneless Ham

Whole

lb. $219

1/2

lb.

Deli Hot line
753-7811

$239

Owen's Famous- Pit Baked

.
Ham

$239

1/2 or Whole lb.
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Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew
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$

.
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Bathroom Tissue
4 roll pkg.

Milk

fr`
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•

Charmin

11.11•

79

/

gal.

mania

2 liter
7-Up & Dr. Pepper

•I
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'••••••',•••• "

•
•

Hyde Park Grade 'A' Large

I•
1#

Oil

Pillsbury All Ready Pie

••

Eggs

4'• Wesson 35t off

Ss

v•-•

48 oz $

Crust

6,

-

1•

Lay's Potato

Tropicana Orange

Juice
••
••••

Sparkle Paper

S.

Towel

,

SI

Vlasic Sweet

:•
rri•
•

if,

Coffee
gal. $189

Pickles
Tuna

Spaghetti
6y2 oz.

4.•

•

!

359

$
lb

.:,

9 pieces lb.
"
• Boneless Pit Baked

r.

•
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Bar-B-Que
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Beans
Hyde Park Bartlett

Pear

Large Green

'
.'
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S.
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$429

I,
,%.
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lb

7-Up, Dr. Pepperi2 pk. cans $279
Dinner

••

71/4 oz.

2/99°

Pops Rite Microwave Butter or Reg.
14 oz. $1”

Hyde Park Tea

Bags

Police recover
eight-year-old
stolen car

ys100

Peppers
Dole Golden Ripe

Is

••
Ol•

Banana's ../89°
2

/
•e

wo cf. S179
•I

Three Diamond $li. cr. ck.

Pineapple

Halves 29 oz.

OWEN'S BEST PRODUCE

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew,

Popcorn

•

,0wen's Best Fried

Owen's Famous Pork

14 oz.

Kraft Mac. & Cheese

$389
9

reg. or hot lb.
;1 Owen's Best Virginia Baked

•

69°
89°
2/89'

32 oz.

Swanson Chicken

21 oz.

Green Giant cut or fr. style Green
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•
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•„
;
'" Owen's Best Storemade Pimento $

.

Ketchup
Broth

,
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Pecan Pie
Cheese_..
z. Ham
,1:Chicken......

Filling

169

16 oz.

Delmonte Tonnato

69'

OWEN'S BEST DELI
..,

11.5 oz

Ronco Reg. or Thin

16 oz. $139

Star-Kist oil or water pack

5 lb.
Lucky Leaf Cherry Pie Lite or Reg.

Chase & Sanborn 13rick Pack

Prairie Farm 2%

Milk

Flour.

••

5,9C

99°
99'
99
16 oz. 2
/99'
99°
6
/
1
2oz.

:• Sunflour pl. or s. rising

doz.

514

single roll

04

Chips

•

64 oz $169

15 oz. $ 69

Tomatoes

•
SS

20 oz.

59°

Sweet Sue Boned White

Chicken

63/4 $139

dt,
•

Celery

••

, 4 lb. Bag Florida

Domino Powdered, Light or Dark Brown

Sugar

i lb.

Blue Bonnet

Margarine

1 lb.

•
I

•: Oranges
•
2fi1°°
2/99' ''• Onions
if 3 lb. Bag Yellow

,

pension payments from which
some taxes were withheld. Most
such payments were reported to the
taxpayer and the IRS on Form
1099R.
"Taxpayers should review their
1985 returns, especially if tax withholding was reported on a Form
1099," the IRS uid Wednesday.
"If taxpayers find that they have
not claimed all their withholding
for 1985 they should file a special
claim."
The IRS also announced that
after additional review, it will issue
instructions on how to apply for
refunds that were not made for the
same reason on returns filed in
1987.
The new policy — which Acting
Commissioner Michael J. Murphy
says simply restates the basic IRS
position that "taxpayers pay only
the tax due — no more, no less"
— affects returns filed in 1988 and
later years.
Murphy announced Tuesday
night that IRS employees were no
longer barred from informing taxpayers who forgot to consider withheld taxes when they calculated
what they owed.
The agency's hand was forced
by several employees in the IRS
Memphis regional service center,
who complained privately to Sen.
Albert Gore Jr., D-Tenn., that the
old policy amounted to stealing
from taxpayers. One of those
employees, Linda Johnson, a
returns examiner, went public with
her complaints after talking to
Gore.
"On a lot of returns, the taxpayer often failed to notice ... that
money was withheld, especially
from pensions," Ms. Johnson
explained. "A lot of times these
taxpayers had paid someone else to
do their returns. But when we
questioned it, we were told that
taxpayers would have to find their
own mistakes."
Ms. Johnson said she personally
handled dozens of such returns, on
which taxpayers overpaid their taxes. In most cases, she said, the taxpayers were pensioners and the
overpayment was between S100
and $1,000.
A taxpayer's failure to subtract
withheld taxes would likely be
detected as part of the operation in
which W-2 and 1099 forms from
employers, banks and other payers
are matched against income
reported on a tax return. A computer will find, for example, that
interest income was not reported
where it should be on a return.
Ms. Johnson or some other examiner would then try to determine
whether the taxpayer reported it on
the wrong line or the wrong form.
If the examiner could not resolve
the discrepancy, the taxpayer
would be sent a letter demanding
an explanation.
To claim a refund of 1985 taxes
because of the withholding problem, a taxpayer may file Form
1040X, Form 843, or a simple
statement explaining the circumstances. In any case, the notation
"1985 income tax withholding
claim" should be entered at the top
offithe page.
IT the taxpayer opts to file a
statement explaining the claim, it
must include the taxpayer's name,
address and Social Security number; the withholding figure that was
entered on the original return, the
correct withholding and the refund
due. The statement must be signed,
dated and postmarked by April 15.
Claims should be sent to the
Problem Resolution Officer at the
IRS service center to which the
1988 tax return is being mailed.

•
.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Police have recovered a car stolen
eight years ago. Now all they have
to do is find the owner.
"He was a soldier at Fort
Knox" in Kentucky, Metro Police
Sgt. Bill Bandy said of David
Andrew Beason, owner of a new
Mazda RX7 that was stolen from a
Holiday Inn in 1981.
"I imagine it will take quite a
while to find him," Bandy said.
Terance C. Webb, 25, was
arrested for driving the stolen car
early Wednesday after he was
stopped on suspicion of drunken
driving.
Fort Knox officials said Beasoncould be located if he is still in the
Army, but that it might take a few
days.

Read the 4-1
want ads daily
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Crime
story

Miierray Ledger & Times

MSU art teachers
to speak of works

Weatherly:
Cast is best
she's
seen
Louise Weatherly gossips about
the MaGrath family as if she knew
them well, as if they were long
acquaintances, rather than characters in a play she's directing for the
community theater. She speaks of,
them with affection: yes, the three
sisters are a little offbeat, even
eccentric, but always interesting.
"Now, Meg MaGrath, she's the
one who left home for Hollywood,"
she explains. "She had talent, that
one, and she couldn't live in a
small town, especially not after that
business with Doc Porter."
She pulls herself back to reality
with a few words praising the
actress who.plays the role, but then
she returns to the MaGrath sisters'
story again.
"Take Babe, the youngest. I suppose she's no more neurotic than
the rest, but she manages to show it
more."
In Crimes of the Heart, the play
that opens at the Playhouse in the
Park this weekend, the characters
are the true reality. They remind us
of people we know, they remind us
of ourselves.
Perhaps, as the director suggests,
it's all due to the skill of the
actors. They have become their
characters, and at every rehearsal,
Weatherly points out, they reveal
to her new depths of the character's
personality. The three actresses
who play the Riles of the three
MaGrath sisters: Carol Julian,
Becky Reynolds, and Kathryn Ballard, all have considerable experience, both with Murray's community theater and professional theater.
"It is the most exciting cast I've
seen in my life," Weatherly said.
"Our first read-through started on a
level where most plays end."
This story of Crimes of the Heart
takes place in the MaGrath kitchen
in Hazelhurst, Mississippi, but
Weatherly says it could just as easily take place in a Murray home.
She does admit, regretfully, that
the characters might be a touch
more extreme than what we're used
to in Murray. After all, the
youngest MaGrath has just shot her
husband because she "didn't like
his looks." And there's one situation that a newspaper movie review
would definitely term "adult
material."
But any small town, including
Murray, has its share of eccentrics
and situations that are so bizarre
they're best viewed as ludicrous.
And this is definitely a play that
wants our recognition of what's
ludicrous in life. Situations and
characters do verge on the lunatic,
but they're funny and real, and
they fall on the audience for
laughter that's touched with sympathy and affection.
The play was written in 1976 by
Beth Henley, a transplanted southerner and an aspiring Hollywood
actress, primarily to counteract her
boredom when the casting agents
didn't call; she entertained only
wishful hopes of having it produced. Unknown to her, a friend
entered the play in the annual playwriting contest sponsored by
Louisville's Actors Theater, where
it was sated winner of the 1977-78
competition. Then it moved to an
off-broadway 'Theater, then onto
Broadway, and then it won both the
New York Drama Critics Circle
Award and the Pulitzer Prize for
Drama. It was made into a movie
with Jessica Lange and Sissy
Spacck a few years ago.
Henley is now widely regarded
as one of our better playwrights,
with several Broadway successes
and a new movie (The Miss Firecracker Contest) to be released
shortly.
Crimes of the Heart was praised
by critics when it opended in New
York eight years ago as "warmhearted, irreverent, zany, and brilliantly imaginative." One critic
added, "it would certainly be a
crime for ..yonc interestd in the
theater not to see this play."
The Playhouse in the Park production of Crimes of the Heart
opens Friday night with shows
March 24-25, March 31, and April
1, all at 8 p.m., and April 2, at 2
p.m.
- Reservations may be made
through the Playhouse in the Park
box office (759-1752.)
The production is sponsored by
Piggly Wiggly.
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A forum featuring members of
the Murray State University art
faculty will be held Wednesday,
March 29, in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery on campus.
The forum, set to begin at 7:30
p.m., is scheduled in conjuction
with "The Faculty Works" exhibition on display in the Eagle Gallery
through Sunday, April 2. The biannual show includes recently completed works by the MSU faculty.
Artists participating in the forum, which is open to the public at
no admission charge, will discuss
their artistic processes and philoso-

phies and answer questions from
the audience, according to Roy
Davis, director of galleries at MSU.
"If you want to learn a lot in a
short period of time about the
appreciation of contemporary art,
there is no better time or place to
do it," said Davis. "The forum is a
rare opportunity to ask the artists
directly about how and why they
do what they do."
Eagle Gallery is located on the
fourth floor of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
weekdays, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturdays and 1-4 p.m. Sundays.

Meg (Carol Julian), Lenny, (Becky Reynolds,) and Babe (Kathryn Ballard reminisce in a scene from
Crimes of the Heart, opening at Playhouse in the Park Friday night.
Photo by Hal Rice

Benefit performance of play
planned at Johnson Theater
The Louisville-based playwright,
Vaughn McBride, has just completed a strongly moving drama of
one woman's life given totally to
the conquest of an infectious blinding disease - trachoma - in the
mountains of Kentucky.
Miss Linda Neville (1873-1961)
of a prominent and wealthy Lexington family literally devoted her
capital resources, her energies, her
large family home, and her life as
an agent to prevent blindness and
improve related medical problems
in eastern Kentucky.
Her dedicated hand and heart
were felt in Hindman, Hyden, Jackson, Liberty, Little, Oneida, Frenchburg, Buckhorn, Caney Creek,
Cut-Shin Creek, Poor Creek,
Greasy Creek and dozens of other
small communities from 1908 to
the early 1950s.
She found the hearts of attractive
but prematurely aging mountain
mothers and lanky suspicious
fathers. She secured mule-drawn
jolt wagons where there were no
roads, and passes on the IAN Railroad to bring trachomatous children
to the best of medical care in Lex-

ington and Louisville.
Without any fees involved she
secured the service of a few dozen
private practitioners in Lexington
and Louisville, trebled the budget
of the State Health Department in
Frankfort, and brought in the uniformed U.S. Public Health Service
of 19 physicians from Washington,
D.C.
She founded the Kentucky Society to Prevent Blindness in consort
with creation of the National Society to Prevent Blindness in New
York City. She removed fear and
prejudice, as well as mountain
bootleggers and urban shysters
from her route.
Medically it is rare for any disease to be totally eliminated. This
has been done, however, with trachoma in the state of Kentucky.
From the elite ivy towers of
Bryn Mawr College in Philadelphia, to finishing experiences in Europe, and the gracious tables of the
Idle Hour Country Club in Lexington, she donned men's boots and
obtained the support to reach her
goals.
Her targets were both individual

patients (a "patient" by definition
is one who suffers) and also the
collective force that could be
evolved from grossly limited state
health programs.
From a state of non-existence
she created rural county programs
and took her horseback nurses to
the isolated homes'where children
hid under the beds in painful
photophobia.
Her spell-binding story will be
unveiled at the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University campus in
a benefit performance on Thursday,
April 20,at 7 p.m. A reception will
precede at 6 p.m. for patrons at the
Clara Eagle Gallery.
Kentucky born actress Sylvia
Cardwell will portray Miss Linda.
Tickets are on sale at the Peoples
Bank, Bank of Murray, Main
Branch, and the Public Library.
Tickets are priced: $5 for children,
$10 for adults; $30 for patrons.
If you are not able to attend the
performance, you may make a
donation to the Kentucky Society
to Prevent Blindness.

WEEKLY
ARTS CALENDAR
PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
March 23-April 2
Student Art Exhibit. Paintings and drawings by BFA candidate
Lucinda Martin in the upper level of Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Free.
Phi Mu Alpha Pledge Class Recital.'8 p.m. Farrell Recital Hall. Free.
March 24
Playhouse in the Park. "Crimes of the Heart" opening at 7 p.m. For
reservations, call (502) 759-1752.
High School Science Fair. Students from 17 counties compete in Curris Center. Registration 8 a.m., judging 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Awards
ceremony at 1:30. Free.
March 25
"Crimes of the Heart" Sec March 24.
Science Fair Grades 1 through 8. Students from 17 counties compete
in West Kentucky Livestock Sho.w.Pand Exposition Center. Registration
8 a.m., judging 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., awards ceremony 2 p.m. Free.
March 26
March 27
March 28
Murray Art Guild. 1 p.m. business meeting.
Murray Art Guild. Painting class 6:30 p.m. Dick Jackson instructor.
Faculty Recital. 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Faculty Brass Quintet performs. Free.
Residence Hall Association Talent Show. 8 p.m. in Curris Center
Stables. Free. Public invited.
March 29
Murray Art Guild. Gallery open 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Movie. "Imagine: John Lennon" at 3:30, 7 and 9 p.m? in Curris Center
Theatre. Admission $1 matinee. Evening showings $1.50 for students
wih I.D., $2.50 for others.
March 30
Foreign Language Festival. 8 p.m. to 4 p.m. Competition in speaking,
recitation, testing, drams, chorus, and exhibits in French, German,
Latin and Spanish for regional high school students in various locations on campus. Free.
Comedian/Magician. Melvin George at 7 p.m. in Curris Center
Stables. Free.
Cinema International. "Danton," a 1983 French-Polish film about the
French Revolution at 7 :30 p.m. in Curris Center Theatre. Students,
faculty, staff and the community are invited. Free.
Senior Recital. Kim Knoth senior clarinet recital at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts Center. Free.
Theatre Production. 8 p.m. "Romeo and Juliet," directed by James I.
Schempp, in the Johnson Theatre of the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Admission $5 or by season ticket, students $4. Group of 10 or more
$2.50 per person.
Through April 24 - Annual MSC Art Faculty Exhibition. Clara NI.
Eagle Gallery on fourth floor of Doyle Fine Arts Center. Free.
Through April 30 - Museum Exhibit. "MSU Faculty Abroad: a cultural exchange," an exhibit featuring items acquired by MSU faculty
while studying, teaching or travelling abroad, will be exhibited in the
Wrather West Kentucky Museum. Free.
Through August 31 - Museum Exhibit. "Prehistoric Life on the Mississippi," an exhibit of prehistoric artifacts from the Wickliffe Mounds
Research Center, will be on view in the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum at MSU. Free.
Through March. Murray-Calloway County Public Library presents
Gail Baust - Artist of the Month.
If you have an arts event you want to include, please contact Pam
Shay or Angela Boyle at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce, (502) 753-5171.

When it comes
you want:
Reliable protection.
High quality.
Value.

'When someone hits. your parked car.
'When you trade, temporarily
substitute, or borrow an auto.
'For Personal belongings inside your car
Meridian Insurance. Its what good drivers

Ross Insurance Agency
753-0489

Merkliaii
lusiirante
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Sears Tower

Banks say administration's fines too high

•Developer: Sears, Roebuck 8
Co

WASHINGTON (AP) — A trade
association representing banks is
accusing the Bush administration
of overkill in proposing civil fines
up to $I million a day for institutions that recklessly violate regulatory rules.
Ed Yingling of the American
Bankers Association said the fines
would be "wholly disproportionate" and would inhibit the ability
of banks and savings institutions to
attract quality managers and
directors.
"We must guard against an
overreaction that may harm innocent parties and fundamental

rights," Yingling said in testimony
prepared for delivery today to the
House Judiciary subcommittee on
criminal justice.
Bush is proposing a top fine of
$25,000 a day for most violations
but up to SI million if the violation
was made with reckless disregard
for the safety of the institution.
Yingling said the maximum penalty
should be set at $2,500.
He was appearing before the
panel one day after the General
Accounting Office, Congress'
investigative agency, told the subcommittee that it had examined 26
insolvent savings and loans in eight

THE ACES ON BRIDGE.
"There is no crime in the cynical
American calendar more humiliating than to be a sucker.
— Max Lerner

"I gave you my lowest heart."
chastised East. "Why did you believe South instead of me?'
East's words stung only slightly
less than the embarrassment of being suckered by a slick declarer
'West led his heart queen and held
the trick when declarer ducked in
both hands. With eyes and mind
closed. West couldn't wait to continue with the heart jack
South then sprang his trap He
won the heart ace, cashed his trump
ace and continued with the king and
ace of clubs His last club went on
dummy's heart king, and a club ruff
luckily split the suit. Dummy was
entered via the trump king, and
South discarded a diamond on the
13th club West ruffed, but it was
too late to collect two diamonds
The defenders got only one trump,
one heart and one diamond as South
scampered off with his "unmakable" game

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
3-23-A
•K 6
•K7 3
•Q 7 5 3
4 A 10 8 4
WEST
EAST
•Q 5
•J 7 3
it 9 8 6 5
•Q J 10 2
•K 9 2
• 4 10 8 6
+963
4Q J 5
SOUTH
•A 10 9 8 4 2
•A4
•J 4
•K 7 2
Vulnerable Both
Dealer South
The bidding
South
West
North
East
Pass
2+
Pass
1.
2 NT
Pass
2•
Pass
3+
Pass
3•
Pass
4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead Heart queen
' BID WITH THE ACES
3.2343

South holds

•Q 5
•9 8 6 5
• A 10 8 6
QJ5
Nortb :South
How about South's shrewd play? 1•.
He gets full credit for finding a cre- ANSWER: One diamond_ Little reaative way to get rid of an obvious son to choose the anemic heart suit
loser Note that South's gambit had instead of diamonds. If hearts prove
nothing to lose and much to gain best, partner will bid them at his
Had West seen the trap and turn
switched accurately to diamonds,
South would go down only one trick Send bndge questions to The Aces PO Box
12363 Dallas Texas 75225 with self-addressed.
(His club loser would go on the heart stamped
envelope for reply
king
Copyryilit 111161 United Fester, Syndicate

states and found evidence of fraud
or abusive insider dealing in each.
Meanwhile, at a hearing Wednesday of a House Banking subcommittee, Joe D. Whitley, acting
associate attorney general, urged
Congress to maintain stiff penalties
as a deterrent to financial fraud.
"Because most bankers are honorable people, one might think that
modest sanctions are all that is
required to enforce compliance
with our laws: A slap on the wrist
is all that a gentleman requires,"
Whitley said. "The flaw in this
rationale is that it is not the honorable bankers who have caused the
massive problems we face today."
GAO officials said the pattern of
fraud and abuse among failed
thrifts "clearly is pervasive."
"The bulk of the losses are
directly attributable to the failure
by management of a minority of
the industry to follow basic, prudent business practices," Assistant
GAO Comptroller General Frederick Wolf said. He did not name the
26 S&Ls it examined.
The Justice subcommittee's
chairman, Rep. Charles E. Schumer, D-N.Y., complained that of the
11,000 S&L cases the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board has
referred to the Justice Department
in the last two years for criminal
prosecution, fewer than 200 have
resulted in convictions.
Whitley told the Banking subcommittee that financial institution
cases have overloaded the criminal
justice system. A survey of FBI
field offices showed more than
8,000 pending cases, half of them
involving losses of $100,000 or
more.

Bush is proposing spending $50
million a year on discovering and
prosecuting fraud at banks and
S&Ls. The money would pay for
760 investigators, auditors, attorneys
d and support staff, Whitley
Rep. Doug Barnard, D-Ga.,
chairman of the examination task
force of the House Banking committee, warned of "increasing
shortages of experienced examiners." He noted that the creation of
a multi-agency S&L task force
with more than 1,200 examiners
has left the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., which regulates commercial banks, several hundred
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examiners under strength.
Comptroller of the Currency
Robert L. Clarke, whose agency
regulates nationally-chartered
banks, told Barnard that he is having trouble hiring and retaining
expenenced examiners. Nearly 30
percent of the examination force
consists of examiners with, on
average, less than 3 years experience, he said, in a plea for authority to offer higher salaries.
In another development, Federal
Reserve Board Chairman Alan
Greenspan said his agency is working closely with the Treasury
Department to develop a plan to
handle the billions of dollars in real
estate the government will inherit
from failed S&Ls.
But Greenspan, who would be a
member of the oversight board of
the government entity set up to dispose of the real estate, declined to
provide details of the plan to a
House Banking subcommittee.
Some members of Congress are
worried that government "dumping" of S&L property at "fire
sale" prices will ruin regional real
estate markets, particularly in the
Southwest.
Treasury and White House officials are considering a proposal
developed by R.T. McNamar, a
California investment banker and a
former deputy Treasury' secretary,
that would spend state and federal
money to hold onto foreclosed real
estate for as long as 10 or 15 years.
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MAMMOTH CAVE, Ky. (AP) save him. His body has been in a
— The body of cave legend Floyd coffin on display inside Crystal
Collins will be reintered Friday in Cave since 1927.
a private ceremony at a Mammoth
Burial will be in Mammoth Cave
Cave National Park Cemetery.
Baptist Church Cemetery, which
Collins became trapped and died also contains the graves of Collins'
in Sand Cave in February 1925 mother and other relatives. A priafter more than two weeks of vate graveside service will begin at
nationally-publicized efforts to 10 a.m. CST.
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Ingersoll

reorganization plan the crippled
carrier proposes.
, The union representing the airline's flight attendants didn't get a
scat on the committee. However,
the creditors' panel does include a
representative of non-union
employees, most of whom were
laid off a few days after the
Machinists' walkout began and are
demanding back pay.
Harold Jones, the federal trustee
supervising Eastern's bankruptcy
reorganization, appointed the
15-member committee Wednesday.
In addition to the employee representatives, the members are
mainly from aircraft and engine
makers, banks and bondholders that
have claims against Eastern.
The Machinists struck the airline
on March 4 after 17 months of contract wrangling. The pilots' support
for the walkout virtually grounded
Eastern and forced it to file for
protection from its creditors under
Chapter 11 of the federal bankruptcy code on March 9.
The Eastern pilots are owed
more than $500 million in back pay
and other claims, said Ron Cole, a
spokesman in Miami for the Air
Line Pilots Association.
Flight attendants also have honored the Machinists' picket lines.
The creditors' committee has the
right to review any reorganization
plan proposed by Eastern and can
propose its own plan to the bankruptcy judge. The unions have
opposed Eastern's plans to sell
assets, including its agreement to
sell its Northeast shuttle to developer Donald Trump.
Jones told a gathering of 400
creditor representatives, financial
analysts and reporters the role of
the creditors' panel is "far more
expansive" than his.
Eastern says it has $5.9 billion in
assets and $4.5 billion in liabilities.
Unsecured creditors such as ticketholders and travel agents are the
most Ifitely to lose money in a
bankruptcy reorganization because
they have no collateral from the
debtor in case of default.
The airline's secured creditors
met with Eastern President Phil
Bakes on Tuesday.
Eastern's liabilities include $165
million in unused tickets issued to
passengers, airline attorney Harvey
Miller told the creditors' meeting.
"The objective of Chapter 11 is
to rebuild Eastern," said Miller.
"It is Eastern's plan to resuscitate
the airline and build back its flight
schedule."
The embattled airline recently
started advertising for new pilots in
newspapers because only about 200
of its 3,600 pilots have crossed
picket lines. The airline has been
operating less than 10 percent of its
normal schedule of 1,040 flights a
day, mainly its Northeast shuttle
and Latin American routes.
The committee representative for
non-union employees is Mary
Grace Shore. She is an elected representative of a group called
PEACE, or Positive Employee
Action Committee at Eastern,
which union officials allege is
sponsored by Eastern management.
Officials of the Transport Workers Union, which represents flight
attendants, were unavailable for
comment on their union's exclusion from the panel.
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Assault weapons

Budget talks on Hill
enter Easter lull

Uzi
III Rate
of fire:
600 rounds
per minute
II Effective range: 656 feet
•Manufacturers: Israel Military Industries and Belgium's Fabnque
Nationale d'Armes de Guerre

WASHINGTON (AP) — Budget budget committees and White
negotiations between the White House budget director Richard
House and Congress are entering Darman.
an Easter lull, but bargainers are
Administration officials have
telling President Bush and top con- met intermittently with congresAR-15(M-16)
gressional leaders that the talks sional budget writers ever since
have been helpful and will President Bush introduced his
continue.
$1.16 trillion spending plan on Feb.
The closed-door sessions, aimed 9.
•Rate of fire:
at producing a fiscal 1990 spending
In its effort to reach the Gramm600 to 950 rounds per minute
plan, were put on hold Wednesday Rudman requirement of a deficit of
II Effective range: 1,312 feet
because of Congress' Easter recess no more than $100 billion, Bush's
•Manufacturer: Colt Industries, Hartford, Conn.
and are scheduled to resume on proposal contained $14 billion in
April 3.
new revenues.
Ruger Mini-14 Mho
The White House refuses. to
Participants in the sessions
planned to tell Bush and congres- characterize them as new taxes;
sional leaders in a letter today that Bush pledged during his presidenthe bargaining had produced some tial campaign to oppose tax hikes.
progress.
"The limitation we're struggling
•Rate of fire: 40 rounds per minut
Sen. James Sasser, D-Tenn., said
with is the political limitation on
IN Effective range: 984 feet
the memo would say the talks revenues, and that continues to
▪ Manufacturer: Sturm, Ruger and Co Inc Southport, Conn
"have been cooperative and con- haunt these discussions," Panetta
structive, have made progress in said.
AK-47
certain technical areas ... and we
Democrats have complained that
are reasonably optimistic they will Bush's budget relies too heavily on
•Rate of
be fruitful."
domestic cuts for its savings, and
fire: 600
Sasser, chairman of the Senate have proposed an alternative that
rounds
Budget Committee, said that would reach half the deficit reducper minute
"because we haven't reached
tion goal with additional revenue,
III Effective range: 984 feet
agreement today doesn't mean we one-fourth through military cuts
IN Manufacturers: USSR, China, Bulgaria, East Germany,
don't have a good chance of reach- and one-fourth with domestic
Hungary, North Korea, Poland, Romania and Yugoslavia
ing one down the road."
reductions.
Note: Semi-automatic versions can fire rounds only as fast as one
Earlier this month, Sasser and
But Sasser said that so far in the
pull the trigger
can
his House counterpart, Leon Panet- talks, Darman has merely "restated
Chicago Tribune Graphic by John Bode and Bill Baker, Source Jane's Infantry Weapons
ta, D-Calif., had promised to report the Bush budget, perhaps with
to Democratic leaders today on the
minor differences."
progress of the talks.
The two Democrats, however,
warned that unless an agreement is
reached with the White House in
early April, they will write their
own budget and attempt to move it
through Congress.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Allen • day as a member of the Gannett Rosslyn, Va., he would retire as
"I think we're either going to
board of directors.
H.
Neuharth, chairman of Gannett
chairman on March 31. He will
have an agreement by the middle
Neuhart, who turned 65 Wednes- leave the board of governors April
Co.
Inc.,
who
created
the
newspapof April, or know we can't have an
er USA Today in theAfall of 1982, day, said in a statement released by 27 at the annual shareholders'
agreement," Sasser said.
the Gannett offices in suburban
announced
his resignation Wednesn)e,eting in Chicago.
Sasser said his panel will begin
Neuharth will be succeeded by
writing its own spending plan if the
John J. Curley, president and chief
talks fail to produce a deal within
Wilkinson appoints Council of School
executive officer of Gannett.
the first two weeks of April.
Neuharth's present term, as a
guidelines
set
standards,
Performance
to
Panetta was even, more demanddirector expires in 1991. Under
ing, saying that for his panel to
Gannett's bylaws, he would be
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Gov. vate, to recognize new challenges
meet its deadlines, he believes the
eligible
for election to another
sysnow
our
them.
Right
and
meet
Wednesday
on
Wilkinson
Wallace
talks will have to produce a packthree-year term at that time.
tem doesn't do that very well.
age within the first week in April. charged his Council on School Per"I am convinced that when a
"It's old. It's too set in its ways.
Under the Gramm-Rudman defi- formance Standards with a task that
retired
former CEO remains on the
bureaucracy.
with
overloaded
It
is
our
important
to
"vitally
is
cit reduction law, Congress is supboard
of
directors of a corporation,
time
when
we
change
at
a
It resists
posed to complete its budget resol- children."
hisher
mere
presence is often an
Wilkinit,"
welcoming
be
establish
the
should
to
council
is
The
ution by April 15. Later legislation
inhibiting
factor,"
he said in the
school
determining
son
continued.
guidelines
for
the
actual
is needed to provide
statement
"I
do
not
wish to risk
central
to
performance that are
spending for programs.
The council has been given an
bridling
either
my
successor
or the
restructuring
goal
of
Wilkinson's
So far, the main players in the
August 1 deadline for establishing
board in any way. Therefore, I am
schools.
Kentucky
ranking
Democrats
been
talks have
a measuring device for schools as
resigning as a Gannett director,
Wilkinson has repeatedly said
and Republicans on both chambers'
well as suggesting standards for
that Kentucky must first determine what Kentucky children should be
how schools perform before the expected to know at every grade
state's education system can move level.
forward.
Once those are set, Wilkinson
"In order to improve our
proposed rewarding individual
be
able
has
has
to
our
system
schools,
to change as well," Wilkinson schools whose students show
said. "We have to be able to inno- improvement.

Wilkinson denies having
responsibility in job
given to lawmaker's wife
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson says his
office had nothing to do with a
Kentucky Lottery Corp. job that
was given to the wife of a key legislative leader but he's happy with
anything that might help improve
his rocky relations with lawmakers.
"I mean, if I could have some
benefits be derived from her
employment that come my way, I
would be pleased," Wilkinson said
at a news conference We%
nesday.
The governor said he .c1 not
contact anyone at the lottery about
hiring Linda Worthington, wife of
House Speaker Pro Tern Pete
Worthington, D-Ewing. But Wilkinson said he agreed she could use
him as a reference.
Wilkinson's legislative liaison,
Tom Dorman, said the discussion
Wilkinson had with Mrs. Worthington was not an attempt to win
influence with her husband.
"She asked me to make known
her interest to the lottery folks, but
all we did was put them together
and let them discuss it among
themselves," Dorman said. "The
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Hog Market

effective at the annual shareholders
meeting."
Neuharth has been a director on
Gannett's board since 1964. Neuharth remains chairman of the Gannett Foundation, which moves from
Rochester, N.Y., to the Washington
area next fall. He also will continue
to write his weekly columnm for
the Friday editrons of USA Today.
In making his annoucement to
the board of directors, which met
here Wednesday, Neuharth said,
"As you know, my primary purpose for the past couple of years
has been to make certain that the
transition of management at Gannett be orderly and effective. With
my retirement as chairman next
week, and with John Curley succeeding me, that goal will be
achieved."

governor's office does not do the
hiring for the lottery."
The governor has not gotten
along well with legislators, particularly the members of the Democratic leadership. As a result, a number of his initiatives on education,
succession and the lottery have
failed to win approval.
Dorman said no gubernatorial
influence was used to secure the
job for Mrs. Worthington, who
started the job March 13, as a sales
representative for $24,000 a year.
State law that set up a lottery in
December does not forbid the
quasi-independent corporation from
hiring spouses of state legislators.
But Sen. Ed O'Daniel, chairman of
the General Assembly's Board of
Ethics, said he had problems with
such hirings.
"I think it's more a political
judgment than an ethical or legal
issue. I would have a great deal of
reservation about it myself," said
O'Daniel, D-Springfield.
Mrs. Worthington said her husband was not involved in her getting a job with the lottery. But Dorman said the legislator spoke to
him about the possible job,
"inquiring about what the job
involved, what the duties were."
Worthington was out of state and
could not be reached for comment.
'
-It Vicki Dennis, spokeswoman for
the lottery, said no influence was
exerted from the governor's office
on Mrs. Worthington's behalf.
"She got the job on her own."
Mrs. Worthington declined to
answer directly when asked
repeatedly whether she sought the
governor's assistance.
"I guess you're going to hear
talk that I got the job because I'm
the speaker pro tern's wife. I am
aware of that talk. I've been aware
of politics for a long time," she
said.
Before joining the lottery corporation, Mrs. Worthington worked
16 years for Browning Manufacturing Co. in Maysville. She is sales
representative for the lottery in
Mason, Fleming, Nicholas, Robertson, Lewis, Bath and Montgomery
counties.

IT'S TIME TO UNRAVEL
CALL HOUSE TRAVEL

report listed

Federal-State Niarket News Service March 13, 1964
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 5
Buying Stations Receipts: Ad 537, Est. WO Barrages &
Gib iteady..2.5 higher, Sous under 500 sleady-30 lower,
over 910 1.00 inner.
!O&M-39.00
US 1-2 120254 Ric-S36.50-311.50
US 1-2 200-220 lb.
53&00-31.50
US 13 120.250 Ids-$37.0011.00
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SOWS
szaos-ri.00
US 11 270354 t
S27.141.29.00
US 1-3 38440 Es$2700.2L00
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Mistrial declared in GAF case
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NEW YORK (AP) — A federal
judge declared a mistriai Wednesday in a major stock-manipulation
cast against GAF Corp. and a company aide after the jury said it
remained deadlocked in the 12th
day of deliberations.
It was the second mistrial in the
first big trial stemming from the
government's crackdown on Wall
Street securities fraud. The trial
was seen as a key test of the government's ability to convict such
defendants before a jury.
U.S. District Judge Mary Johnson Lowe declared the mistrial
before a stunned courtroom shortly
before 3 p.m. She had declared a
mistrial in the first trial after determining prosecutors had mishandled
a key piece of evidence.
It wasn't immediately clear
whether the government would
seek a third trial of GAF and its
vice chairman, James T. Sherwin.
Sherwin hugged his wife, and to
the question of how he felt said, "I
don't really know."
GAF said in a statement: "After

two lengthy and costly trials and 12
days of jury deliberation, we would
hope that the court's action today
would now put an end to this
case."
The company and Sherwin were
indicted in July for allegedly trying
to boost the stock price of Union
Carbide Corp. in 1986 shortly
before selling a large block of
shares. They also were charged
with securities fraud, wire fraud
and conspiracy.
GAF, a Wayne, N.J.-based
chemical and building materials
manufacturer, and its two subsidiaries faced maximum fines totaling $12 million, or $500,000 on
each of eight counts against each of
the three. Sherwin faced 40 years
in prison and a fine of up to $2
million.
Lowe declared the mistrial after
the jury sent her a note that it was
split three ways, some for conviction, some for acquittal and others
uncertain. Lowe then asked jurors
whether they thought further delib-

day
"

LONDON (AP) — The Federal
Aviation Administration has
warned U.S. carriers of a possible
hijack attempt by Palestinian terrorists in Europe over the Easter
weekend, the U.S. Embassy confirmed today.
However, embassy officials
denied a report in the tabloid Daily
Express that U.S. diplomats and
military personnel had been notified of the warning.
"We can confirm that a threat
warning was issued and received
and that the host government and
the airlines were informed," said
Richard Calder, a spokesman at the
embassy press office.
Calder said the FAA office in
London passed on the warning to
Britain's Department of Transport
and to U.S. carriers in Britain.
"I know of no warning to military personnel," Calder said.
Embassy spokeswoman Charla
Saylor-Hatton denied there was any
warning given to military
personnel.
In Washington, FAA officials
declined comment on the memo.
But other officials, who demanded
anonymity, confirmed that it had
been issued.
Delays of up to half an hour in

flight departures were reported at
London's Heathrow Airport
because of stringent security.
In another development, Independent Television News today
showed videotape taken by three
youths who said they were able to
board an empty British Airways
jumbo jet at Heathrow early Monday morning without being challenged. The video included a shot
of one youth sitting in the captain's
seat in the cockpit.
"They say they are cracking
down on security and they are confident no one else can do what happened at Lockerbie," said one of
the. youths, identified only as
Shoaib Khan. "It is just not true."
British Airways said in a statement it regarded the incident as
"extremely serious" and was
investigating. "It must be clear,
however, that the alleged incident
took place in the maintenance and
not the operational area. The aircraft involved was scheduled for
maintenance," the statement said.
The London tabloid the Daily
Express said the possible hijack
threat was detailed in a secret
memorandum dated March 17 from
the FAA. The paper said it had

HONOLULU (AP) — A former
Philippine Cabinet minister who
arrived to pay a bedside visit to
Ferdinand Marcos was arrested as a
material witness in the $100 million racketeering case against the
deposed Philippine president.
Former Education Secretary
Jaime Laya was freed on $100,000
bail Wednesday and ordered to
appear May 8 in federal court in
New York. A federal magistrate
forced him to surrender his pass-

port, said Assistant U.S. Attorney
John Peyton.
Laya, who arrived here Wednesday, was arrested by FBI and Customs agents on a material witness
warrant, FBI spokesman Harlan
Frymire said.
Marcos spokesman Gemmo Trinidad said Laya and several other
former members of Marcos'
Cabinet were to visit the former
president's hospital room today.
Marcos had made Laya educa-

Governors stake wager on game
Louisville should lose the game,
Governor Thompson will enjoy the
unique and world-famous hospitality of our Kentucky state parks,"
Wilkinson said in a release
Wednesday.
"I told Governor Thompson that
I am looking forward to a weekend
in Illinois," the statement
concluded.
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Introducing the Toro' 5 year Starting Guarantee.
Toro GTS powered mowers.
•All Toro GTS powered mowers
are guaranteed to start on the
first or second pull for 5 years,
or Toro will fix them free.
*Toro has the only starting
guarantee in the industry.
•No money down on Toro's
revolving credit plan. Ask for
details.

Kit for two flood
.795
lights Swivel
mountings adiust
lights for almost
any angle
- "41

8'x12' Storage Building
e"

•See us for the complete line of

Outdoor Lamp Holder

Tape

949

x".•• .
•
- :414.

OUR GUARANTEE
STARTS WHERE
THE OTHERS
LEAVE OFF.

autouturt rfr•vm

Concrete Mix

-Available in unfinished
and prefinished

-410 "

• •

Haven't you done without a Toro long enough?'
TREATED LUMBER
Planning on building a patio
dock this spring? Se* Myers
first! for your full lino treated
lumber package.

,
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return home from Europe for
Easter."
Another British tabloid, Today,
said the FAA warning was issued
after a plot was discovered by
agents who infiltrated terrorist cells
in Europe. It gave no other details.
The Daily Express said the FAA
memo "warns all airlines and security forces in the U.S., Britain and
the rest of Europe. It was passed to
the Department of Transport in
London" It quotes "security sources" as saying a copy of the memo
arrived at the London offices of
International Aviation Security, a
company owned by Trans World
Airlines'
The Daily Express printed part
of the memorandum. It read:
"Threat Information. Received
17.03.1989 From FAA. Subject:
Hijacking Threat.
"Possible: 3 Lebanese Palestinians may try to hijack a U.S. airliner in Europe. Possible names:
Jamel Hahmud Talid Muhammed:
Ahmed Muhammad Salim Abuzaxni: Khalour Muhammed Jafar.
'Alias passports: Bahrain,
Pakistan, North Yemen, possible
genuineforged or altered.
'Above information credible
although not confirmed.'

.

tion minister after Laya was forced
to resign as Central Bank governor
in 1984 because of an overstatement of $600 million in the country's foreign exchange reserves.
Assistant U.S. Attorney John
Peyton said Laya had refused to be
interviewed by U.S. prosecutors
before his arrest.
Marcos and his wife, Imelda, are
under federal indictment on
charges of plundering their homeland of more than $100 million to
buy choice New York real estate
and expensive art.
Marcos' health has prevented
him from being arraigned. The
71 -year-old • former president
remained in guarded condition at
St. Francis Medical Center, where
he has been since Jan. 15 for treat-

ment of heart and lung problems.
Former Justice Minister Estelito
Mendoza, speaking for the group of
former Cabinet members as they
left Manila to visit Marcos, denied
Philippine news reports that they
intend to challenge the authority of
Philippine President Corazon
Aquino or escort Marcos back
home.
"This is a private visit," Mendoza said. "In keeping with the
established Filipino tradition, we
are visiting an ailing person. There
will be no Cabinet meeting in exile
as earlier reported."
Aquino has refused to allow
Marcos to return home, despite
repeated pleas from Marcos' family
that he wants to die in his
homeland.
•

Pope leads 1,200 priests m vows
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope
John Paul II led 1,200 clergymen
in renewing their priestly vows in a
Holy Thursday Mass in St. Peter's
Basilica.
Twenty-four cardinals, 50
bishops and 1,200 priests, all in
white and gold vestments, took part

in the service before an audience of
10,000 people.
"Let us celebrate together the
Eucharist morning of Holy Thursday," John Paul said in his homily
in Italian. "We wish to mew this
gift which each of us received. ...
Le
vow
t s:
us today renew our priestly

'THE OLD RUGGED CROSS"
(An Easter Musical Drama)

Friday - March 24
Sunday - March 26
-- 8:00 p.m. -Presented By

The Music Ministry Of

Westside Baptist Church

MEM
Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center

108 N. 15th St.

"Limp In — Leap Out"

(Nursery Will Be Provided)

759-9831

"

been given a copy of the
memorandum.
The front-page report in the Daily Express came during a political
debate in Britain over whether airlines were properly informed about
a radio-cassette bomb before Pan
Am Flight 103 was blown apart
over Lockerbie in Scotland, Dec.
21, killing all 259 people aboard
and 11 on the ground.
Britain's Department of Transport said in a statement: "We don't
discuss security matters. We would
automatically have anything like
this assessed and take any necessary action."
John Prescott, the opposition
Labor Party's spokesman on transport, said he was concerned by the
Daily Express' report that only
U.S. military and diplomatic personnel were warned.
"The public do have a right to
have a certain amount of information," he said. "They will be very
angry if a few people get it in a
privileged way.'
The Daily Express said:
"American military personnel
and diplomats and their families
have been told of the threat, which
centers on U.S. airlines. They were
advised to alter routine plans to

Bedside visitor to Marcos arrested as witness

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
gubernatorial weekend at a state
park in either Illinois or Kentucky
is riding on the outcome of Friday's Louisville-Illinois game in
the NCAA Tournament.
Kentucky Gov. Wallace Wilkinson and Illinois Gov. James R.
Thompson made the wager.
"In the unlikely event that

f

many Wall Street defense lawyers
have called weak.
The U.S. attorney's office in
Manhattan has brought charges in
more than 50 securities fraud cases
since 1983, but nearly all the
claims have involved civil charges.
Criminal frauds to date, including
pending charges against Drexel
Burnham Lambert Inc., have been
settled through plea bargains.
The government based its case
against GAF and Sherwin largely
on the testimony of Los Angeles
broker Boyd L. Jefferies, an admitted felon expected to play a key
role in other securities fraud cases
as part of a plea arrangement with
the government.
Jefferies testified that Sherwin
asked him to boost Union Carbide's price and Dromosed to compensate him for any loss.
But leJcral parts of Jefferies'
testimony were contradicted by his
main associate, James Melton, who
said Sherwin never asked him personally to manipulate Union Carbide stock.

FAA warns carriers of hijack threat

Sale Ends

WEEKLY SPECIALS

erations would be productive. Five
said yes and seven said no.
Carl Loewenson, the assistant
U.S. attorney who tried the case,
said it would be retried. But one of
his superiors, Bruce Baird, said the
decision would be up to acting U.S.
Attorney Benito Romano.
"While the issues in this case
are severely contested, all counsel
are of the view that this trial was
conducted in fairness," said Stephen Kaufman, Sherwin's attorney.
Arthur Liman, the lead GAF
defense counsel, told reporters:
"We had hoped for an acquittal.
The government hoped for a conviction. The jury wasn't able to
agree. So we have a sense of
incompleteness."
Liman said lawyers for both
sides would meet with the judge
later.
The hung jury was considered a
significant setback for the government in its campaign against securities fraud and raised questions
about how much effort federal prosecutors will expend on a case that

Industrial Rd.

753-8240
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Notice

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate fiappointments
duciary
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
estates should be filed with
the fiduciary within six
months of date of qualification.
Aubra Ahart, Route #1
Almo, KY 42020 Deceased, David Harrington,
201 S. 5th St., Murray, KY
Administrator,
42071
Appt. 03-08-89, David
Harrington, 201 S. 5th St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Noncetta E. Gephart,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray, KY 42071 Deceased,
Patricia Thurmond Valentine, Route #1 Box 67
Hazel, KY 42049 Administratrix Appt. 03-08-89,

James A. Anderson, 105
N. 6th St., Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Roxie Jenkins Jones,509
N. 4th St., Murray, KY
42071 Deceased, Bonnie
and James R. Miller,
Route #7 Box 660, Murray, KY 42071 Co-ExecuAppt. 03-20-89,
tor,
Robert 0. Miller, Calloway County Courthouse,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Vera Lee Sparks, West
View Nursing Home,
Murray, KY 42071 Deceased, Charles H. Sparks,
1913 Deauville, Lexington, KY 40504, Administrator, Appt. 03-21-89,
Warren K. Hopkins, 204
S. 5th St., Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

THE FAR SIDE

020

010

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Charles S. Foster, Administrator, of the
estate of Clarence Clifford
Outland, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway District Court on or
before 9:00 a.m.04-03-89,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Gladys Smith,
Administratrix, of the estate of Denver Curtis
Smith, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway District Court on or

By GARY LARSON
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"Hey, wait a minute! This is grass! We've been
eating grass!''

before 9:00 a.m. April 3rd, trict Court on or before
1989, the date of hearing. 9:00 a.m. April 3rd, 1989.
Ann P. Wilson, the date of hearing.
Circuit Court Clerk
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
A periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed in
he Calloway District accounts has been filed in
Court by Robert O. Miller, the Calloway District
Administrator, of the es- Court by WD. Kelley and
tate of Bernice L. Wilson, Robert Kelley, Co-Curdeceased. Exceptions to ators, of the 'estate of
this settlement must be Louise Kelley, deceased.
filed in the Calloway Dis- Exceptions to this settletrict Court on or before ment must be filed in the
9:00 a.m. April 3rd, 1989, Calloway District Court
the date of hearing.
on or before 9:00 a.m.
Ann P. Wilson, April 3rd, 1989,the date of
Circuit Court Clerk hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
LEGAL NOTICE
Circuit Court Clerk
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Hugh Eddie Wilson, Executor,of the estate
of Ise! Hoyt Orr Wilson,
deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway District Court on or before
CALL
9:00 a.m. April 3rd, 1989,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

[MAIN lAYLLH.
CHEVROLET
1909 Asir.. Van $10317m0 •
Call Gene at 7S3 2617
Plus Ng Toin.
L Kens48 Mo Closed End Lease
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lli 's Wein•Tansies
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mpic Plaza
urray, KY
753-1300
Will Sit
with elderly or
ill person.

TUXEDOS

Call

MHS & CCHS

753-6298

place tux order
early for discount

& Accessories
IN STOCK

Anytime.

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video tape
$350 per 50 ft reel, tape
included Also, slides, ne
gatives and photographs
Free pick up and delivery
Call Donna Darnell Video
Production Specialties
759-9246

LL CLEAN HOUSES BY DAY
OFFICES BY NIGHT
PAY NEGOTIRBLg
AFTER 5 p.m.
753-8202

Tanning
Special!

n't a will10,T,triolint -

Get 300
minutes for
just $25!
Now at

Amvets Post #45
Saturday Night Dance
March 25
Featuring at the piano
Lewis from Memphis
Gail
Linda

Hair
World

(Jerry Lee Lewis's Sister)

900
Coldwater
Road
753-0511
,

Plus the Gene Woods Band from Paducah
Admission $3.00
Show Time 8:30 p.m.

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Polly Anna
Lamb, Executrix, of the
estate of Mose Brewer,
deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway Dis-

ATLANTIC AMERICAN I IFS INSURANCE COMPANY
Cartronial Casualty Camaro

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St. Murray

CNA

lar All Ile Casmakmeo.low Ka...

LIC

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Sun
m
Mtirld"n

irrsur

LOOK DID vOU SEE THAT?
OUR TEACHER WAS WAITING
IN HER CAR AND HER BOYFRIEND
DIDN'T SHOW UP

SEE?SHE'S
DRIVIN6
AWAY
ALONE...

SHANE!
COME BACK,
SHANE!

HER NAME
ISN'T '51.1ANE"!

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate

•

e company
American Republic

TRANSPORT LIFE
Union Bankers
Pioneer Life Insurance Company

S

or Custodial Care.
With Medicare's new
guidelines for conNursing
finement,
Home Insurance is
more important than
ever. For free information

What do all these companies have in
common? In Murray, they are all
represented by:
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753-4199
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

PATiENCE CONFIDENCE

ACROSS
1110-11A114711
1 Quarrel
5 Mortarboard
8 Shoshonean
Indian
12 Dry
13 Beverage
14 Paradise
15 Small child
16 Move about
furtively
18 Skill
19 Printer's
measure
20 Walking
stick
21 Negative
23 Therefore
24 Rome's
country
26 Lone
Ranger's
sidekick
28 Stage
whisper
29 Seed
30 Compass
point
32 Precious

HERE,KEEP THE FLIE6
AWAY FROM MY MOUTH
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32
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"free local claim service"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ised to allow
home, despite
Marcos' family
die in his

1 VOWS

call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

McConnell
Insurance Agency

NANCY

GARFIELD!WHAT HAPPENED!

Nodes

Notice

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by W.P. West, Administrator,of the estate of
Chester Lee Todd, deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m. April 3rd, 1989, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
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EARN $200 a day process

Carolyn's
Corner

ing phone orders Call
502-376-5311 Ext 8

Specializing in
Top Quality
Used Furniture

EARN MONEY reading

Giftware
Silk Flowers
Brinn & Dynasty
Collectible
Dolls
New Shipment
of
Lamp Shades
753-9234
Just Arrived
Floppy Easter
Baskets
BEL-AIR CENTER

booksl$30,000/ yr income
potential Details (1i
805-687-6000
Y-10706
HOME Improvement
Someone to watch 14 year
old while at work Enjoy
gardening, free room &
board prefer non-smoker,
retired Send application
and references to P 0 Box
1040-A, Murray
LOT Person Only hard
working dependable per
sons need apply Must
have transportation No
phone calls please Cha
parel Motor Sales, 1100
Chestnut St

EASTER SPECIAL' Order

NURSE'S Aide/ CMA Prefer experience, full-time
position If you would enjoy
working with the elderly in
pleasant surroundings, call
for an appointment Glada
Dodd, 753-7109 Fern Ter
race Lodge EOE

your coconut bunny cake
for your Easter Festivities'
Bunnies are $499 each
and look great as a table
centerpeice For other Easter ideas call 759-4492 or
stop in at Pam's Cake Hut
410 Main St
GLASS Work for autos
homes, businesses Auto
glass, plate glass, store
fronts and entrances installed Window glass, insulated glass, clear, tinted
and safety glass Plus,
glass table tops, mirrors,
plain edge, beveled,
framed Also storm doors
and windows and patio
door glass replaced Store
fixtures, display cases All
at M & G Complete Glass
Co , Dixieland Center,
Phone 502-753-0180

OFFSET PRESSMAN
Murray shop, 8-5/ 5 days
Immediate Experience required 753-5397
PARIS, Tennessee pent
shop has opportunity for
experienced printer 8-5/ 5
Immediate
days
901 642-3070

BOY SCOUT MUSEUM
SECURITY GUARD, Murray State University Two
temporary, full-time posi
bons available from May
22, 1989, through Septem
ber 8, 1989 Must be
twenty-one years of age
and a high school graduate
or equivalent One year experience as police officer or
related law enforcement
agency preferred. Must be
tree of a police record or
pending criminal court ac
tion Must have a neat per
sonal appearance arid be
able to coordinate under
pressure. Must possess
good public relations qualities and be willing to work
with children as well as
adults Responsibilities in
dude conducting regular
Make Your
interior building checks
within the museum-- obser
Pledge To
vation of displays, exterior
753-5479
doors, alarm system
when building is open and
759-9539
when dosed Must be will
ing to direct and/or assist
753-1300
visitors with directions and
information. The applicants
will be required to work a
025
swing shift and frequently
work extra hours Salary
Personals
$6 25 per hour Apply at
BUY wholesale or below
Department of Employ
Collector pnnts by artist ment Services, 1210 John
such as Harm, Holland, Sa- son Blvd , Murray, KY
wyer and hundreds of 42071 E0E/M-F
others March 20-24,
Framer's Gallery, Dixieland
Center, Chestnut Street

Murray
Ledger
& Times
Supports
CCHS

"Project
Graduation"

Employment
Opportunity

PSYCHIC readings by TV
and radio personality Lea
Swain For an appointment
call 502-395-8172 VISA
and Master Charge
accepted

Southern Brokers

SUCCESSFUL Diet You

local

bet, for me now for you
Easy paced Lifetime results $5 Tom Miles, Box
6698, Las Cruces, NM
88006

brokerage
firm
will be adding
secretarial
help
effective 4-1-89.
Good communications skills required. Training
is provided.

350
Lost
And Found
FAMILY pet black Labora
dor missing in the Martin's
Chapel area Answers to
the name of 'Rambo' and
has identifying marks If
found, call 753-7505
anytime
GOLD mesh bracelet lost in
Dixieland Shopping Center, Tuesday, March 14
753-4723 or 436-5673
060

Help
Wanted

$6 TO $10 per hour, low
cost group insurance Free
training with $30 free pro-

ducts Call Avon 753-0171
ACT in TV comrneroals No
experience All ages Child-

Secretarial
Help
insurance

Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1018.
Murray, KY 42071
POSITION Available
$1039 per hour for exam
and application and information Call 219-756-2222
Ext 770. 9a.m -8p m
SECRETARY/ Reception
iSt wanted full-time for
physician's office Duties to
include bookkeeping, insurance, appointment
scheduling and general office work Typing skills preferred Send resume to
Richard E Blalock M D
300 South 8th St Suite
302, Murray, KY 42071

TADD Operator J E
ren, teens, young adults, Campbell Corp Mechanifamilies, etc High pay TV cal Contractor, located in
advertising Call for casting South Fulton, Tennessee is
information Charm Stu- seeking a TADD operator
dios. (313) 542-8400 Ext
Applicants may call
2614.
(901)479-3395 or send reBONUS INCOME Earn sume to P 0 Box H. South
$200-$500 weekly Mailing Fulton, TN 38257 EOM
1989 travel brochures For WANTED Someone to
more information send mow Locust Grove Baptist
stamped envelope to INC., Church
property
P0 Box 2139, Miami, FL 753-3662.

33261

DID Christmas get you behind/ Sell Avon products'
Be your own boss Work
your own hours, full or part
time Earn up to 50%1 Call
today 753-0171
DUE To Retirement We
will hire a combination
paste-up/ proof reader Experienced applicants only

753-5397

Babysitter
Needed
for Infant Girl
Approx 7 s.m.-6 p.m 41h-5
days a week. Nos-áa.Pre
ter is my home but will cons I de-r
your home if no other dithers
Rdereece Necessary.

Call after 5 p.m.
753-8068

—
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Ankles
For Sale

Want

To Buy

..
AUCTION
SATURDAY, MARCH 25TH 1989-10:00 A.M.
LOCATION: From Mayfield, Ky. take Hwy. 121 South 7 miles to
Hwy. 564, From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 121 North Approximately 13
Miles to Hwy. 564 Watch for signs!

WORK At Home Eatn up to
$300 a day taking phone
orders Call 502-443 8328
Thursday- Saturday
9a m -4p m

Total Liquidation of Smith's Farm Supply
Selling will be New Farm Supplies, Fertilize Equipment,
Farm Machinery, and 88 Acres of prime Real Estate.

ARE YOU TIRED ol clean
irig at weekend' III do it
dielon Fri Have references
753 4339

Real Estate
34 Acres at Farm Store
Farm Store property consistof 34 acres more or less with Approx. 1056'
fronting Hwy. 564 & Approx. 1584' fronting Clayton Hargrove Rd.
Property is improved with good fences 4" plastic well. Excellent
pasture.
Farm Store Consists of 40'x28" wood framed structure with concrete
floors 1120 sq. ft. of storage, office, restroom, display area.
Feed Warehouse consists of 30'x32" storage with a 20' open shed all
concrete floors. Structure is wood framed with metal siding & roof.
Fertilize Warehouse consists of4 bays 48'x46'enclosed structure with a
14'x46'open shed with all concrete floors. Structure is wood sided with
metal roof.
All Three buildings were built new in 1986 and are in perfect
Condition!!
,

54 Acre

Tract
Approximately 54 Acres: This farm lays gently rolling, with sown,
down water ways. A Real Nice Farm! The Approximately 30 Acre
Wheat crop and the two Acre Dark Fired Tobacco bases will transfer to
-now owner.
'rerms on Real Estate: 20% down day of sale, balance due within 30
day s with delivery of deed upon closing.
Brown Real Estate, Clinton, Ky.-Real Estate Broker

Equipment

'I'ract ors
‘,.lassey Ferguson 35 deluxe diesel, spinout wheels, & multi. power
111(' Farmall "200" series
,1 111C Farmall Super C
Allis Chamblcrs C.A. w/good rubber, 2 row cult., 2-14" plows, 2 row
planter
T030 Ferguson
('ace 2590, Cab vdair, duals, wis, 4 Hyd. valves, Low hr. machine,
dcaler installed updated Rear End.

Combines
Massey Ferguson 300combine w/cab,quick attach 2& 3 row wide corn
10' grain platform.
\la.sse Ferguson 510 combine cab & air, w/ 14' grain platform, diesel
, cnachine, straw chopper.
heads,

Trailers

Elarrov:
2-2 Row Thrifty Cultivators
2-14 !slasscy Ferguson plows
'
.
'- nrA
,sult. for M-Farmall
2 -!I lc Model 46 hayhalers

i 100 gal. water tank
2 row Mechanical Trans ilanter Trailer t jr

lt, Hyd. Fertilize Conveyor
6x6 Farrowing house
[s er 4 ton stainless fertilize buggy 5 rolls of woven wire (American
wire)

hu, hog feeders

tirirlag

- Hog panels
Calf feeds, mineral fly blocks
Harvey PTO or belt Hammer mill
w/bagger
Tote 4 ton stainless fertilize buggy
New hog feeder
5 bu. 2 door hog feeders
10 round hay feeders
10

hulk feat body w/un loading 1 1' Bunk Feeder

12x2I Farrowing house
20 Rolls of barbed wire
'-Blue mule wind vane mineral Pipe gales
feeder
Electric Fencing Supplies
auger

'‘0‘. , gal. hog waters

*

a‘‘ Mill
Corinth Saw Mill 3-head Block Carriage with 4 cyl. diesel !HC power
unit to be sold se'• ate.

Misc.
Curtis Bolt Bend w/stock
Various garden seeds, grass seeds
Office Desk
Wood stove, Elc. Heaters, Kerosene
Chemicals
.
Heater
Dual compartment fuel tank w/
14" Flat Bottom Boat w/'7h.p. motor
pump
& trailer
Baler Twine
Thawll! tte i airrteiet Li:qui:lawn of Smiths Finn Supply. Mr and 471. Phillip Smih lave clouded to pursue otter
muerte and welcome yeti the *Er to the Fir Auction whew re rt the MCC"'
MCI Sal be ar (ern sae a Local

aril

Area farmers' Nude Coeteprrenu will tie

Aaeptd"

Although all moteral el It,. advert oaerrant vi obom rod Iowa souroos dame!fel able the A actxxuar , sod ourneve

rs• voltn•Try or

pawner evivremod nr amis.!, as to dm iNcaraty of the elforauvur. hew in <owned h um

rower that the Noters should eve.] gwenlailes a tiT
meremencernentm rme day of ...le take precaelimea nvar
Term. Caleb dog a

Mall<

for tee

roppormwary to make snapectum prum in the asuman
ell 'deer adveatemenent•

&maw C•••■•••• I.Alik.

01.-11/12
....... e..........f.... Illmam

OA

4

it'Ar

COPPE131 aluminum stainless and radiators Post
Oak Rd Hwy 94 East
753-0467
WE buy scrap aluminum
copper, brass and alum
num cans Call Baleen
Recycling @ 753 0338

WANT
TO BUY
Fire-Cured
Tobacco Base
Call
492-8566
Anytime.

10" CRAFTSMAN table
saw, good shape
753-3784.

HOME STuOviRES
•FiNANCIAL AID AVAIL.
•JOS PtA CEMENT ASSIST.

1974 CHEVY Classic convenable, high performance
engine, $2,000 1975
Chevrolet pick-up, $1,200
1964 Ford pick-up, $500.
19' cabin cruiser and trailer,
$800 Apache fold down
camper, $1.500 1979
Chevrolet stationwagon,
$750 Dishwasher, $75
Will trade 436-2506

1-800-327-7728

2 PROM Dresses 1 full
length black 1 full length
turquoise Both size 7-8,
$100 each 753-7506

INS TRUC HON
44,4
itt•— LEARN TO DRIVE

3 PROM dresses, reasonably priced
Day
753-1256,evening
435-4241

TRACTOR-TRAILER
•PAO eagerly.* to)
r
'NOW'
•OCT
•Fiji or pee-woe
tradeung
•Plicent•r• Dace

8' SATELLITE dish, $250
436-2455

INM

•Fineocuo eel
•veaable

ALLIANCE
TRACTOR

TRALE
MANIOC CENTERS

LESANON Th
Call Tea for

•SECRETARV
•EXECUTIVE SEC
•WORD PROCESSOR

155

MAYTAG washer & dryer,
good condition, 753-4725
REFRIGERATOR and
electric dryer 753-4684
WASHER and dryer $18
per week, rent to own Movie World 753-4663
160

Horn*
Furnishings
COUCH and chair dean
good condition 753-1981
DINING table and 6 chairs,
solid teak, made in Denmark 47" round with 2
leaves 19'4'each,86"long
with leaves, $500 Set solid
maple bunk beds with mattresses and box springs,
rail and ladder Also, small
maple chest $250
435-4342
EARLY American style
couch chair and loveseat
$150 or best offer
759-1058 after 4p m
LIKE new twin beds with
bed spreads and sheets
$225 9 used waiting
chairs Days 753-1953,
nights 753-0870
PUT in your order for a
handsome custom made
butcher block table From
basic to excutsite any size,
height or shape to fit your
need or fancy Genuine oak
tops Call today 435-4142
QUEEN size Woodcratters
waterbed with queen
pedestal dresser and
hutch Can be seen locally
$1200 615-232-7619

QUEEN size Woodcratters
GARDEN Tractor Plow
turns soil 6' deep, cuts 10' waterbed bookshelf headboard fully baffled, therefurrow, 40" disc harrow
putic mattress $350
$350 new, sell $150
759-4704 after 6p m
753-7905
MARTIN Houses 6 rooms$2699, 12 rooms- $39 99,
18 rooms- $5799, 24$69 99 Pre sectioned telescoing pole extends to 15',
$2999 Wallin Hardware,
Downtown Pans, Tn
TILLERS SHP chain drive
with Briggs & Stratton engine $329 99 Wallin Hardware Downtown Pans, Tn
Open all day Saturday

All

Roy Bunch
3T11-4642

Mobile
Homes For Salo
1979 384 INTERNA
TIONAL tractor diesel
live lift power take off
753 7833 or 753 5113 after

1260, 2 BEDROOM all
electric Call after 5p m
437-4375

5P m

1974 MOBILE home
1265, partly restored
makes great 1st home' Call
for price 489-2604

GLEANER K combine 10
header, 2 row corn head
753 6085

1984 BROADMORE
14x54, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath,
2 large decks, all electric
with central air and heat,
located at A 1 Fox Meadows (618)949-3866

200
Sports
EmApmont

GOLF Shirts 40% Off DI
April 15 at Faye's Many
styles and colors to choose 1985 14x66 WITH apfrom Faye's next to pliances and furniture
$10,000 cash or $5,000
Pagliais
down and $5.000 in payments of $250' month with
230
no interest 753-6726

1 BEDROOM furnished
$200/ month dose to 5
Points newly remodelled
753-0800 after 5p m or
759-4577
1 BEDROOM apartment
near downtown Murray
753-4109
2 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment 'A mite from
campus water paid $175 1
person $185 2 people
Available now No pets No
children 753 5980
2 BEDROOM Duplex all
appliances, central heat
and air. $275 plus deposit
Call
Available now
753-2967

2 BEDROOM upstairs furn1988 14x70 2 BEDROOM, ished apartment utilities
2 bath, all electric CA & paid, $250 a month
FIREWOOD for sale CH wall to wall carpet, 753-1739
437-4667
blinds and curtains, GE
stove' refrigerator, D/W, 2 BEDROOM apartment in
FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
underpinned and winter- Northwood appliances
removal Free estimate
furnished, carpeted $250
ized, 9x12 deck By ap
436-2562, 436 2758
pomtment 753-2922, ask per month 759-4406
GO carts go carts go carts' for Tom after 6p m
BRICK duplex carport, pa5 HP single and double 753-7124
tio appliances furnished,
seats Keith's Lawn & TracIT'S Tax Time' Bring us shade couples preferred,
tor Center, Industrial Road
your tax return check as a no pets, $245/ months
Call 759-9831
down payment and receive 753-6931
HOFFC0 Lil Hoe Garden a tree VCR Check out NICE 1 bedroom apartment
Tiller only 25Ibs $229 95 these bargains' 1470 3 located in the city for $150 a
Keith's Lawn & Tractor, In- bedroom $11,995 or $140 month Available April 1
dustrial Rd
Murray per month 28x44 doublew- Call after 5p m 759-1089
ide 3 bedroom and 2 bath, or 759-9318
753 9831
only $18,995 or $221 per
LARGE, large, large selec- month No down payment NICE 2 bedroom duplex:
tion of storage buildings in for qualified land owners
appliances, carpeted, well
stock for immediate deliv- Easy financing available
insulated, no pets, $325
ery Acree Portable Buildplus deposit. Days
Drive a little and save a lot'
ings,Mayfield, Ky
753-1953 or nights
Volunteer Homes Paris
502-247-7831
753-753-0870
Tn 901 -642 4466
LOOK professional Have
NICELY furnished 1 or 2
2#0
your shirts monogrammed
bedroom apartments loMobile
at Faye's 3 initials on colcated near campus
Homes For Rent
lar, pocket or cuff for only
753-0606 nights, 753-6111
$3 till April 15 For 3 or 2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished days
more, only $2 50 each
or unfurnished Some new
NOW ronting 1 bedroom
Faye s. 514 Main
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned apartments, College Farm
Apartments 753-3530
MANURE sold by the truc,k Shady Oaks 753-5209
load or bag Will deliver
3 BEDROOM mobile home PRIVATE 3 room apart753-8372
ment furnished or unfurnfor rent, $145 per month
References and deposit ished, partial utilities paid,
Call after 5P M 753-9227 air conditioned 753-6429
250
after 4p m
Business
FURNISHED older but
Services
clean 3 bedroom, doublew
JOYCE Noel Tax Service ide trailer 436-5550
offering electronic filing
NICE dean mobile home
489 2440
small, well kept court,
single or couple, $115( HOUSE For Rent 5 bedrooms, near college $975/
month 753 8216
270
month, $975 deposit
Mobile
753-0196
Homes For Sale
HOUSE in Lynn Grove
10x50 HOUSE trailer and
$200 per month plus $200
ot in Melrose subdivision in
deposit Call 753-1349 afDraffenville area, extra nice MODERN brick building, ter 5 30p m
2500 sq ft with air condicondition, $7,500
tioned office. Drive-in door. HOUSES For Rent near
354-8191
Large adjacent parking lot, campus, nice, quiet locations. one 4-5 bedroom,
14x80 3 BEDROOM 2 full 'A block north Parker Ford
baths central air, gas heat See at 105 A North 7th St one 3 bedroom Call
Call 753-9665 Richard or Mason Ross 753-0600 753-6111 days or
days
753-0606 nights
762-3079 Patty Best otter
Miscollanaous

Appliances

WILL stay with sick or el
derty Call for further in for
mation, 753-4590

• AIRLINES
CRUISE LINES
•TRA Vii. AGENCIES

FOR Sale- 3 storage sheds
like houses, complete
electric in every way 3 lots
for sale with complete
hook-ups for mobile
homes 2 mobile homes
You have to see to believe'
Calf for an appointment
492 8806

170
Vacuum
Cleaners
ELECTROLUX- Sales &
Service Bags hoses &
belts DOROTHY M
BROWN 508 So 7th Mayfield, KY. 247-6808

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, March 25, 10 a.m.

Sowing
Machines
SINGER Sewing Machine
fully guaranteed full cash
price $29 50 Call Martha
Hopper, 474 8015

Sat., March 25, 1989 at 10 a.m. at the late Mrs. Mary
Edith Barrett farm home. From Murray, Ky. take 641
South 4 miles to Tobacco Rd. Follow paved road to
auction. Watch for auction signs.
Oak lamp table with glass balls and claw feet - other small lamp tables nice 7 drawer treadle sewing machine - old pie safe - small post office
scales - oak arm chair - old magazine racks - old baskets - old wall hat
rack with bevil mirror -4 or 5 old rockers - small foot stool - oak bed - 2
oak dressers - Primitive high chair - Primitive tables - fancy wrought
iron bed with high head board - fancy iron beds, one with sleigh foot
board - metal mantel with marble top - some doll furniture - 2 old dolls one sleepy eyed doll name Fordara 5-0M in good condition - an old
Push Jr. game - ABC.blocks - tinker toys - old comic books - Big Little
books dates back to 1930- pocketknives - straight razors - old slate - old
kerosene lamps - old brass lamps - large lot ofjig saw puzzles - very old
checker board it monopoly - old games - old books - old barber set - old
fruit jars globe wire bale glass lid patterned May 25, 1886 - old hand
fans - Heinz bottle with glass stopper - battery type radio - 25 or 30 good
clean old quilts - good clean quilt tops - old quilt pieces - some doilies &
needlework - linen - blankets - lot of good old glass & china - carnival
glass - pink, green & blue depression - several sets of old Nhaker sets - 2
or 3 old water sets - meat platters - 2 sets of dinnerware - flatware - hen
on nest - old desk clocks - 2-22 rifles, one 510 Remington - fine old I vcr
Johnson Champion shotgun with rib barrel - super nice old tip truck
#1030 by assorted toys in mint condition - other metal toys - old popgun
- old cap pistols - flower barrel - wash kettle - wash board - old lanterns costume jewelry - small kitchen appliances - electric stove - chest
freezer - auto washer - odd chairs - bedroom suite - electric heater - nice
1969 Chevy Nova car 6 cyl. auto. trans., 2 door, 32,x xx actual miles.
Mrs. Barrett bought new still has window sticker - several new tires still
wrapped, wide white walls - hand & garden tools - team gear.
Folks this is only a partial listing - will be an all day auction. Auction
held rain or shine. Lunch available. Not responsible for accidents.
For more information & your auction needs phone 502-435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky.

i.e.! Lamb A Nina No

Bunch Broy
Your Auctioneers
.
tierme Sty
.1 Bunch

Ntaven
1 ,.. ^27

BUYING aluminum cans
50c & 55c lb battery
scrap metal copper and
junk cars KGA Rycycling
492 8183 days 498 8785
nights

ARROW storage buildings
104 ft building with door
56' wide a 59 height,
$22999 10x12 ft building
with door 56 wide x 61
height $29999 10x9 high
gable building with door 56'
wide x 60' height, $289 99
Coast to Coast Hardware
753-8604

ESTATE AUCTION

H d.

Feed Equipment - Fertilize Equipment

P..: ,.rep feeders
'
ky 1006# calf creep feeder
s rete watering trough
0) '
,IC C I post
- Cattle panels
ior hales of straw
'.'anous Feeds & Supplies
- % rtsv.ay 450 pto grinder mixer

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9.433
after 59 m

ZENITH console color TV,
$225 Emerson stereo,
$50 Used washer & dryer,
$100 753-0475 or
753-3134

John Deere 5' bushhog
1HC - 4 row rotary hoe
John Blue Hi Boy
6' pull type bushhog
2-6' 3 pt. disc
1000+ Tobacco Sticks

111C-4 rov. Cultivator

WILL sit with sick or elderly
in home or hospital
753 0785

16' 2 axle Stock Trailer
165 Bu. Gravity Flow box
4 wheel Farm wagon
Lo-Boy trailer 2 axle

John Deere 7100, no-till 8 row platcless planter, w(3 bu. boxes, 3 pi
hitch. w Ihyd, fold markers. nice)
Pow er

MOWNG TILLING adult
reasonable, dependable
Call 436-2879 anytime

1-800-.334-1203

Field Equipment

12'

I do quilting and alterations
in my home All quilting
done by hand I also make
crocheted baby booties
and blankets You supply
materials Reasonable
prices on all work
435-4150
I will babysa in my home
759-1683

Instruction

1978 F-800 Chandler ground driven chain, All stainless bed with hyd.
fans.
1974 Ford F-600 wil 2' Omaha Standard grain bed w/hoist V 8, 5&2,
PS, 8.25 Rubber.
1 1971 Ford F-600, 16' Midwest grain bed, w/twin hoist, V 8, 5&2,900
Rubber
1971 Ford F-350 with flatbed.

4

I do odd sobs cleaning gut
ters hauling shrubs and
trash and small outside
painting pobs etc Call Andy
at 753 6873

500 GALLON propane
tank, reasonable priced
Leave message at
437-4433

1'0

Trucks

,cckover 20'x6' goose neck stock
trailer
1 2 12' 4 A heel
steel bed dump wagons
1'12' 5th wheel wagon w/sides

DEPENDABLE person
wants yards to mow for the
summer
Reasonable
rates 759-4853

270

1 SO

130

Mr. & Mrs. Connie Nash Jr.
Hwy. 69 A., Paris, Tennessee
Mr. and Mrs. Nash have sold their home and ha‘e commissioned
Kennon Auction Co. to sell the folfowing equipment and personal
property at public auctkm.
DIRECTIONS: From Paris take Hwy. 69-A (Big Sandy Hwy.)
to sale site.
Watch for auction signs on the Hwy.
_
- PARTIAL LISTING 24-10 John Deere tractor- In like new condition with less than 750 hours
at printing. Shedded since bought, never used in field work, used only as
mower for large yard.
Birch 8 ft. disc with front scallop blades (like new); bush Hog brand 9 ft.
bush hog with hydraulic pickup (excellent condition); TroyBilt tiller, 8
HP electric start (excellent condition); 210 John Deere riding mower;
Snapper and Murray push mowers; lots of good boomers, shims, chains;
285 gal. skid tank w/electric pump; good manual oil pump; McCullough
Model 650 chainsaw w/electric engine and new chain; garden push plow;
shovels, rakes, post hole diggers, yard and garden tools, beehives and
smoker;
Good "Warm Morning" cast iron stove; new lumber; underground
trailer wire; 220-110 service box; flood lights; several gallons of paint;
sliding aluminum windows, double blowers; boxes of large size nuts,
bolts, washers, etc; 3 hydraulic jacks; transmission gun; rear end gun;
large grease gun; air greaser; timing light; tool boxes; aluminum running
boards for new pickup; several good truck tires and wheels; good piles of
scrap metal; lots of misc. tools too numerous to list.
Like new GE refrigerator wfice maker; good Philco coppertone
refrigerator; older chest freezer (works good); GE and Westinghouse
electric stoves; Kimball "Entertainer" organ; Motorola console; stereo;
CB radio (base); good floor safe; Paymaster checkwriter; waiting room
chair; naugahyde couch and chair; living room chairs; recliner, sofa, twine
bottom rocker; maple coffee and end tables; table lamps; antique gas light
shade and oil lamp; old Zenith upright radio; good braided rugs; antique
metal hall tree w/brass trim; bedroom suite; nice hide-a-bed; roll-away
bed; set of maple twin beds; maple dresser; hanging light fixtures, pictures
and frames, books; 3 dining room table and chair sets; antique oak Ingram
kitchen clock; large brown crock.
Cut glass; pressed glass, milk glass; China; depression and Fireking
dishes; cast iron pot and tea kettle; blue fruit jars; Roseville vase; quilting
frames; curtains and rods for sliding door; material, Christmas decora
lions; wooded shelving; double sink and cabinet, air filter; bicycles;
fishing rods; old saddle; old TVs, metal lawn chairs, lots more household
items.
Auctioneer's Note: Extra clean and well maintained tractor and
other equipment,along with good household furnishings, makes this a
sale with something for everyone. Make plans to Join us.
Announcements made day of sale take precedence over all

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

previouky printed material.

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281

IV KENNON,
II AUCTION

Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Firm No. 1082
Phone 642-3750
1uctioneers & Liquidators

THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 1989

Times

CLASSIFIEDS
iso

mots
Root

M. furnished
dose to 5
y remodelled
ter 5p m or

M apartment
own Murray

M Furnished
• mile from
)r paid $1751
15 2 people
✓ No pets No
I 5980

N Duplex all
central heat
i plus deposit
now Call

I upstairs furn
rent utilities
) a month

apartment in
appliances
upeted $250
759 4406

x carport pa
es furnished
.les preferred
245/ months

/om apartment
city for $150 a
lable April 1
m 759 1089

Iroom duplex
carpeted well
o pets, $325
osit Days
or nights
0

)ished 1 or 2
Dartments lo
tr campus
;hts 753 6111

g 1 bedroom
College Farm
753-3530

room apartled or unfurnI utilities paid,
ied 753-6429

UN*

Root
Rent 5 bed
college, $975
75 eposit

Lynn Grove
with plus $200
I 753-1349 at-

or Rent near
e, quiet loca4-5 bedroom,
droom Call
I days or
ghts

Th

ssioned
ersonal

Hwy.)

11°14 4PIN14.1
TAKING applications SY 3
bedroom, 2 baths in town
Discounted rent $400
Available March 1 Call
Tina days 753-4000, nights
759-9244
WELL insulated house,
large modern kitchen large
dining room, wall-to-wall
carpeting, garage garden
near Murray Couple Re
terences Deposit No pets
$250 753-7551
360
For Rod
Or Liras
TOBACCO Barn for rent
Call or write Pauline
Bryant, 2100 Edgeland
Ave , Louisville, KY 40204
(502)458-0852

410

MOVING
SALE
Fri. 8a.m.-3p.m.
Sat. 8a.m.-12p.m.
641 North on Colas
Campground Rd., 2nd
house on loft.
Everything must gel Furni
lure, some antiques, freezer, table & chars and so
forth, clothes all sizes, boys'
name brand jeans, toys
glassware and morel

03/24/89
3 PARTY
YARD SALE

350
Pala
'S-i,
AKC male Austrian Terrier
puppy. Cat 489-2246.
DOG training, private lessons, no jerking, no force,8
week pups to problem
dogs. Professional trainers.
436-2858.

4511

Public
Sala

94 East, turn right on
280 for 5 miles, turn
loft on Poplar Springs
Rd. 1Y, miles, house
on the left.

Used
Cars

Used
Trucks

1982 BEIGE Grand Prix
66 000 acutal miles good
condition 435 4479

1984 F600 FORD aena
bucket truck new rubber on
tie rear, fair on the front,
works 40' pole, excellent
condition 345-2561

I

SHELTIES: (Toy Collies) MOBILE home lot, 2'/4
miles east of town
sable and white 354-8211
759-9313 after 5p m

Farms
For Sale
FARM For Sale 1 mile west
of Midway nice brick
house, several outbuildings, 107 acres 753-838.3
or 753-9712
460
Home
For Salo
1st TIME On The Market
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath
bnck in Martin Heights Call
753-3903 after 4p m
2 BANK Repossessed
Homes For Sale Located
between Murray and Mayfield in Calloway County
Each home has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths central
hear & air, attached garage
and have been completely
renovated and redecorated Take your pick at
$37,900 Phone Kopperud
Realty 753-1222

530

500

490

Lots
For Salo

I

Murrayr

1982 REGAL Summerset
fully loaded, t tops, 1
owner, 759 1 543 or
753-0509
1983 CADILLAC Sedan de
Ville 4 door, loaded V 8
engine, 46,000 actual
miles, nice, $6,850 Call
753-7668 days or
753-2394 nights
1983 CHRYSLER E Class
4 door, 30mpg, 55,900
miles, nice, $3,850 Call
753-7668 days or
753-2394 nights

1985 BRONCO Eddie
Bauer, 32,000 miles
489-2398
1985 SUBURBAN Silverado dual air, loaded,
70,000 miles 1-354-8183
1987 JIMMY S-15 fully
loaded, 26,000 miles 1
owner, extra sharp
759-1543 or 753-0509
1989 CHEVY SWB,
492-8870
510

$2483°Psr

Comport
Month

down, cash Of trade
Salo Price • $8987
'85 Chevy Conversion Van
10%

Toyota
753-4961

Baby crt and swing, by glri
boy clothes, toddler, matemrty
women's clothes, genatric chair,
misc household Hems

1975 DODGE 22' Mini Motor Home sleeps 8, tul
bath, cruise, ANFM cassette, dual air, $7,550
(502)554-5388
1975 VENTURE fold-down
camper: hardtop, new vinyl
curtains, air conditioning,
swing out kitchen, clean
interior, sleeps 6, $1,200
Call 753-1509 after 5p.m.
753-7833 753-5113,

and 9 ft.
tiller, 8
mower;
, chains;
'ullough
;h plow;
yes and

rground
)f paint;
ze nuts,
:nd gun;
running
piles of

ypertone
nghousc
; stereo;
ig room
fa, twine
gas light
antique
)1I-away
pictures
;Ingram

Fireking
quilting
decor aecycles;
iusehold

tor and
;es this a

GARAGE
SALE

idators

MOBILE HOME Specialist
repair, leveling underpin
ring, let-ups,tear downs
roots floors, plumbing wiring, washing, hurricane
straps 759-4850

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-5895 or 436-2642

MOODY Mower Repair
Pick-up and delivery, all
work guaranteed
753-5668
NEED atbcs basements
garages or yards cleaned
or items hauled off? Call
753-6879

Services
Meted

WILL take care of Livens
call 759-9706

WILL do plumbing installs
bon & repairs All guaran
teed Free estimates
Phone 492 8899 or
753-1308

For estimate

TELEPHONE wiring jacks
installed phones moved
residence and businessexperienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Alm 753 0530

GRAVEL & Mulch Dewayne McKnight 753-0467 PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
after 6p m
759 4850
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters QUAUTY construction reinstalled for your specikca pairs arid alteration Free
bons Call Sears 753-2310 estimates Call G & A
436-2617
for tree estimate
HANDYMAN carpentry,
masonry, painting electrical Quality work for a good
price 753-8372
INSULATION blown in by
Sears. TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate.

50
Fret
Column
LHASA Apsoi Toy Poodle
Mix black and white small
and pfayful 753 9408 or
759 9426

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307 or 753-6973.

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'prop b & seo our showroom

SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models,
home and industry Call
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
Stella, Ky.

AUCTION
SATURDAY, MARCH 25
10:00 AM

MOVING

NICKY JOE STAFFORD
REAL ESTATE AND
AUCTION CO.

FARM MACHINERY
CONSIGNMENT

AUCTION

We Havejobs
'\ Nurses Can
Learn With!

M

We'll Pay For Your
Education.

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, loc. of
Paris, TN

JAMES R. CASH
74. AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY 42039
(502)623-8466 or (502) 623-6388
'74€ rete,•..
; "Afreelere

1979 CUTLASS V-8, excellent condition, sharp
753-7752

901-842-3900
Hwy. 79 W. — Paris

BREAKING and discing
gardens and yard landscaping Bush hogging,
leveling driveways and
buildings flower beds
436-5430 or 753-0659.

Vans

CHILD Care:openings for 2
children, infants through
pre-schoolers. 31 years experience 436-5454.

1980 MUSTANG: good
condition, sharp, loaded,
Day 753-1256, evening
435-4241,

1973 FORD Windows
Cargo Van: AT, no rust,
$750 1982 Datsun 310:
AT, air, 65,000 miles,
$1,795. 1986 Yamaha
RX50 motorcycle bought
new, like new, $425.
759-1960

HUTCHENS
PLANT FARM

1977 DODGE Van, $1,000
or best offer 436-2541
500
Used
Trucks

has MOVED!

We're now located in Puryear, In.
We're now

PURYEAR NURSERY
10" Hanging Baskets

$7.99

(Hundreds To Choose From)

iver all

510
Services
Mated

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
2 BEDROOM on th acre 1983 SUBARU Wagon.
1979 CAMPER' 28', roof upholstery cleaning. For a SHOLAR Plumbing &
lot, recently remodeled, 5-speed, A/C, tilt, AM-FM,
LIVE Easter Bunnies for
air, awning, excellent con- free estimate call Electric. For your everyday
good
condition
For
sale
or
workshop,
5
has
large
7:30a.m.-5:00p.m.
sale. Also cages. Paul
plumbing and electrical
dition, $5,600 759-1987.
753-5827. Satisfied
DON RICH EQUIPMENT
miles east of Murray trade for small pick-up
Rain or Shine!
Bailey, Udderback Rd.,
needs call us at 474-2366
753-7304
references.
753-4728
STARCRAFT
camper,
GLEASON, TN.
Murray, Ky. 753-3723.
or 437-4113
pop-up, sleeps 6, swing- LICENSED Electrician.
1984
CENTURY
Limited.
BEDROOM
home
in
3
REASON FOR SELLING:
RABBITS Several breeds
SPRING has sprung! Need
out, stove_ Good condition. Doug Jones Electric
country. 2 extra sleeping 52,000 miles, burgundy,
430
QUITING FARMING
including Lops 345-2730
help spring cleaning? I do
492-8559.
759-4751
rooms upstairs, large living V-6, $4,150. 1981 Grand
Real
windows! Call Leah Brown
ROTTWEILER pups: AKC
LOCATION: At Gleason Truck Stop
room and dining room. Prix: 63,000 miles, white WANT To Buy 8-9' cab LICENSED electrician, re- 759-1553.
Estate
registered, 6 males, 6 feCentral gas heat and air. 12 bucket seats, $2,500. over truck camper, self- sidential and commercial,
and J&J Restaurant turn south, go
or
minus,
males, Ready to go! Make 52 ACRES plus
miles east of Murray. 437-4118.
contained Call 753-7380 Air conditioning. Sales and SUREWAY Tree Serviceapprox. 3 miles to Auction Site.
Pine and Oak woodland on $50,000. Call 753-1203.
an offer (502)653-6442
4p m,
service, Gas installation Topping, pruning, tree re1985 BUICK Century Lim- after
Kentucky Lake, Shannon
117
Case Tractor with Duals, Cab & Air
moval. Aerial bucket truck.
and repair for natural and
Creek. Boyd Champion, 5 ROOM house and lot for ited' 4 door, power, tilt
Fully
insured
for
your
proA10
Cond.,
520
F2 Gleasner Combine w/15' Floating
LP. Fred's Repair
sale in Haze‘ Kentucky. wheel, cruise, stereo, etc
502-522-8512
Public
tection. Stump removal
Boats
753-7203.
Cutter
Bar,
19' Bush Hog Brand Hydraulic
sell
or
trade.
Owner
Call
753-9624
after
5p
m
Would
with no lawn damage. Free
Salo
& Motors
KOPPERUD Realty offers financing with percentage
Folding
Disc,
19' Hydraulic Fold Do-All, 4
SHEETROCK
finishing,
estimates.
No
obligations.
1985 CELEBRITY Eurosa complete range of Real down. (901)986-8772.
753-5484.
port, black with silver, 17A BASS & Ski. 200HP new or repair. 436-2811.
Row John Deere Cultivator w/Roll Fenders,
Estate services with a wide
trollselection of quality homes, BY Owner 3 bedroom, 2 40,000 actual miles, Evinrude, Brute 12/24
'67 Chev. 2 Ton Grain Truck w/Hoist, Metal,
ing
motor,
many,
many
exor
best
ofIniing
room,
formal
loaded,
$5,500
aft prices 753-1222, toll bath,
474-8049.
Bed and 2 Speed Axle, 13' Chisel Plow
tras
free 1 -800-251-HOME Ext. dining room, 2 car garage fer. 759-1758
Elegant Dining Table, 4 chairs and buffet;
711L for courteous, compe- and deck. 2113 BrookhaMASTERCRAFT
ski
1986
WE ARE YOUR FARM EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS
Fri. & Sat.
ven (off Gatesborough
cocktail table and 2 lamp tables; kitchen/
tent Real Estate service
boat, power slot, only 110
CALL US FOR YOUR NEEDS'
8a.m.-5p.m.
We make buying & selling Circle), 753-5813
CARS TRUCKS
hours, extra nice. Call
dining set,40" round,2 leaves makes 64" oval;
Real Estate easy for you,
753-6836 after 6P.M. or
2 wall units; beige cabinet; glass table, with 2
Corner of
JEEPS
BY Owner: Conveniently
anytime weekends
chairs; lovely bedspread and sham; snack
located,
3-4
bedroom
Kirkwood &
Under $100
4.10
ranch. New carpeting, nice
AS,TROGLASS filass Boat'
tables in carrying case; hi-fl radio, 2 speakers
Lots
Peggy Ann
Call 753-7336
lot with mature trees, swimtrailer, Mercury outboard
and over 30 8-track tapes; andirons; pictures;
For Salo
ming pool, deck, wood
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Twin box springs and
motor, 2 Eagle locaters and
dishes; glassware; tablecloths; X-mas tree
stay,
trolling motor, $9,700, Call
mattresses, exercise 100'x200' LOT: water, stove_ All appliances
511A NORTH HIGHLAND DRIVE
low utilties Moving. Must
(901)642-8264 or (used once) ornaments, lights, garland, etc.;
TV
and
septic
ights,
cable
McKENZIE, TN
weights and bench, hook-ups, $4,600. Call af- see' $39,900. Call 1985 OLDS Toranado (615)327-8178.
outdoor X-mas reindeer
352-2761 OR 352-3426
misc. items.
appointment.
753-9706
for
492-8870
ter 5p.m. 753-8711.
CASH ONLY. 753-2525
NICKY JOE STAFFORD, AUCTIONEER
NEW Homes in city, say- • 1986 BLUE Trans Am. TWayne
Darnell
eral to choose from by buil- tops and extras, low mider Also, lake property. leage 489-2169
Marine Repair
Call 753-3672 after 5p_m.
1986 BONNEVILLE: 4
Buy, Sell, Trade!
NEW House at 1611 Ta- door,68,000 miles, $4,250.
Used boats, motors,
bard Dr., Martin Heights 1985 LeSabre Limited' 4
trailers and salvage
subdivision, 3 bedrooms, 2 door, 82,000 miles,$5,100.
parts. Over 20 years
1984
morning
sunroom,
Reliant
Wagon:
baths,
experience. All wor
wood deck, gas heat, ap- 82,000 miles, $2,100.
SATURDAY, APRIL 15, 1989
guaranteed.
proximately 2,400 sq ft. 759-9698.
1 Mile from
9:00 A.M. — RAIN OR SHINE
plus 1,100 sq ft of storage.
1987 CAPRICE Classic:
Murray on
Pick your own floor cover"THE MAYFIELD OPEN"
V-8, new tires, $6,700, exing. Priced in the $90s.
Hwy
94 East
tra nice 437-4422 or
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
527-9192.
753-0079
437-4723.
HWY. 121 NORTH
1987 CHEVY Nova' 30,000
470
530
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
miles, new Michelin radials,
Sankt,:
5-speed, 4 door, Excellent
Motorcycles
With Such Tremendous Response
Offered
Buy!
753-6776.
Of Buyers And With Consignors Having
1983 HONDA 650 Nigh
To Be Turned Away We Will Be Back
Hawk: burgundy color, ex- 1988 CHEVY Cavelier: red, A-1 TREE Service Your
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
cellent condition, new bat- 10,XXX miles, 1 owner. pro service with 35 years
Cal! 753-5447 after 5p.m. experience. Topping retery. 489-2169
ON APRIL 15th
moval, stump removal,
For Another Action Day Of Auction Excitement!
ATV parts, accessories, 1982 BUICK REGAL Turbo spraying and feeding. Free
tires & service for all Sports Coupe: new turbo, estimates, 753-0906.
CONSIGN TO THIS AUCTION NOW!!
brands! Keith's Lawn & new tires, power windows,
Contact James R. Cash Auction Company
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Mur- T-tops, power steering, APPLIANCE REPAIR. We
power brakes, AM-FM ste- Service, dishwashers, disTo Be Included In Our Nationwide
ray 759-9831.
urray-Calloway County Hospital in Murray,
reo, cruise control. Call posals, ranges, ovens, reAdvertising program And Join The
COME see the world's 753-5535 or 753-8200.
frigerators, washers &
has a career —and an education —
Kentucky
Hundreds That Have Had JAMES R. CASH
most innovative line of Podryers. Service on most
waiting
for
you.
Being
a nurse at our hospital allows you the
Turn Their Excess Equipment into CASH!!
laris ATVs! Keith's Lawn &
makes and models. G.E.
opportunity to further your education at our expense.
Now it's
Tractor, Industrial Rd., Murfactory trained. The ApCONSIGN NOW! WE HAVE THE BUYERS!
pliance Works, Dr. Rob Maray. 759-9831.
The Auction Co. Will Have Reps On The
son Rd., Hwy 783,
ee I -800-325-3229
To make those choices easier,
Grounds Thursday and Friday
490
753-2455.
April 13th & 14th For Check In.
and to relieve the financial
Used
APPLIANCE SERVICE,
Cars
burden of education costs,
IF YOU STILL HAVEN'T FOUND THE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Scholarships
are
available
to
Murray-Calloway County
Whirlpool.
29
years
experiEQUIPMENT YOU NEED
1976 MERCURY, $400
anyone interested in a career in
ence. Parts and service,
Hospital will pay for your career489-2431
THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY!!'
New & Used
Used Appliances, Bobby
nursing. Within five minutes of
related courses up to 15 credit
MARK YOUR CALENDAR NOW!!
1978 FAIRMONT 1980
Hopper, 753-4872 or
GM Executives 8,
the hospital is Murray State
hours per year.
Chevette Price negotiable
436-5848.
APRIL 15t 9:00 A.M.
Program Vehicles
University which offers a fully
759-1896

Dan Taylor

;0 hours
only as

FOR your haukng, mowing,
yard work We also dean
basements attics garages,trash and garbage
pick-up city or county
436-5574

GENERAL repair Carpentry, plumbing, roofing, yard
and tree work, wood- $25 a
rick Call 436-2642

Ledger & Times

$10

Services
0Ikorol
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Fern Baskets
$8.99
* Bedding Plants * Vegetable Plants * Shrubs
Drawing Each Week For FREE Hanging Basket
Hours 8-5 Mon.-Sat.
New Location: 1/2 mlle south of rod light on Hwy. 641 In Puryear

1968 CHEVROLET, $400
759-1039
1978 GMC, 1 ton short
wheel base, 4 wheel drive,
metal bed 1977 1 ton long
wheel base, 4 wheel drive,
metal bed, GMC 1972
Ford 600, 5 speed with 2
speed rear end & long
wheel base 1969 1'4 ton
11'h metal bed, 4 speed
with 2 speed rear end,
GMC Pipe building material. Murray Drilling, Hwy,62
East, Princeton, KY
502-365-3522.
1977 FORD F-250, $1,200
759-1039

BRICK, block and concrete, basements, foundations, driveways, sidewalks, patios. Free estimates Chimneys new and
repaired 28 years experience Charles Barnett.
753-5476
DAVE'S Lawn Mowing Service and Lawn Care. Call
after 5p m 354-8706.
DUNAWAY'S Painting- intenor, exterior, residential,
commercial. 753-6951, if
no answer, 753-2332. Ask
for Mike

accredited nursing program.
Whether you decide on a twoor four-year degree program, as
a scholarship recipient, you will
receive tuition, books and one
uniform free each year.

Educational
Assistance Program.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will also pay all of your
tuition costs for career-related
courses through our Educational
Assistance Program. We know
it's important for you to keep up
with new career information, and
to have the freedom to work
toward a degree.

s A•

Enjoy Life At MurrayCalloway County
Hospital!
Having the opportunity to
complete your education — at
our expense — makes working
for Murray-Calloway Courtty
Hospital an option you should
consider.
Call our nurse recruiter at the
number listed below and learn
how you can benefit from our
scholarship and educatonal
assistance programs.

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400
•

For

more information, call:
Lisa Rudolph, R.N.
Nurse Recruiter
1-502-753-5131, ext. 302

803 Poplar Street

•

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Murray, Kentucky 42071

•

(502) 753-5131
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Space shuttle Atlantis moved to the
launch pad in preparation for flight

OBITUARIES

Myrl D. Slimmer
Kan.; one son, Bruce Slimmer,
Manhattan, Kan.; two grandchildren, Barbara Langholz and
Michael Langholz.
Memorial services will be Friday
at 2 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Hays, Kan. Burial will follow in Russell Cemetery at Russell,
Kan.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Community Athletics
Program, c/o Mosher-McMillan
Funeral Home, Plainville, Kan.
67663.

Myr! D. Slimmer, 64, husband of
Dr. Virginia M. Slimmer, chairman
of Home Economics Department at
Murray State University, died
Saturday at his home in Plainville,
Kan..
Born Sept. 16, 1924, in Codell,
Kan., he was a retired farmer and
rancher in Western Kansas. Two
daughters, Susan and Cynthia Slimmer, preceded him in death.
He is survived by his wife, Dr.
Slimmer; two daughters. Mrs. Jackie Langholz, Plano, Texas, and
Miss Kathy Slimmer,. Topeka,

Ms. Elizabeth
Tracy Maxwell

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— Space shuttle Atlantis was
moved to the launch pad Wednesday for liftoff next month on a mission to send a radar probe to map
the surface of cloud-shrouded
Venus.
The spaceship is scheduled for
launch April 28 with a crew of five
astronauts whose main task will be
to start the 7.600-pound Magellan
spacecraft on its 15-month journeyto the mysterious planet.

Ms. Elizabeth Tracy Maxwell,
28, died Wednesday at 9:10 p.m. at
her home at 1006 Olive St.,
Murray.
A student at Murray State University, she was employed part
time at Seafood Express.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of arrangements.

John Alex Birdsong

Joe 0. Wimberly
Final rites for Joe 0. Wimberly
are today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Odell Colson is officiat:ng. Music is by Riley Bailey. soloist. and Mrs. Olivenc Erwin.
organist.
Pallbearers are Homer Wimber-

LAKELAND. Ha. (A13. . A
]f -Ye44„gkri.cinnot a forced to
,!ve genetic tests to-determine her
izentage just because a Pennsyl‘,ania- couple says ,..She is their
natural daughter los: in a baby
0.kap, an appeals court has ruled.
The ruling Wednesday by the
Second District Court of Appeal
here was a major setback in the
egal battle Ernest and Regina
.T.4.igg of Langhorne. Pa., are wag- g to prove the girl is their
.:aughter.
The Twiggs contend the girl was
in the hospital days after
!.er birth for a sickly child who
:::ter Wed.
But the court ruled that genetic
of the Sarasota girl. Kim Mays. would deny her "priy and freedom from unjustified
mIation and psychological
,!-.1rnage.••
'They ruled with me every
said Arthur Ginsburg.
'which
attorney for Kimberly and the
`ather who raised her, Robert
Mass. -I'm thrilled about it."
Kimberly was also happy with
J.,e decision, Ginsburg said.
But the Twiggs. attorney. John
Blakely, said: "The court seems to
have totally ignored the anguish
that Mr. and Mrs. Twigg have.
knowing they have a child sowhere in the world that they hase
never seen.''
Blakely said he plans to ask the
full panel of judges to reconsider
the opinion. If they refuse. he plans
to take the case to the Florida
Supreme Court.
If Wednesday's ruling holds. the
Twiggs will hase to file a new
motion explaining why they want
to know if Kimberly is their
daughter. And their reason cannot
be "merely to satisfy their curiosity," according to the appeals court

±••

Attorneys for ths sides agreed
that the Twiggs' next step would
be to seek custody' of Kimberly', or
the right to visit the girl.
lithe court rules that the Twiggs
don't have those rights, the question of genetic tests would become
irrelevant.
"Admittedly, natural parents
have certain presumptive rights of
custody as to their offspring," the
court said. "Those rights, however,
are not absolute. Children arc not
property. but individuals whose
needs and physical and mental
well-being find protection in the
law."
Ginsburg filed testimony from
mental health experts who said
Kimberly would be severely disturbed if she were forced to visit
the Twiggs or undergo genetic
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inc.
Good
Neighbor

641 South
Murray
753-2617

Chevy
Stars

tellr, NAP Genum. ,%1

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

753-004

Murray

ORNAIK, i IN
FOR LADIES
&
'89!
JAM
A
RID
FLO
All You Need For Spring Break!
group a le

large group

Jeans...

50°/0

FREE Guess° Bag

on.

with purchase of
any pair ladies jeans by

Jean Jackets

Pepe* Lawman*
Code Bleu* Guess*

50°/0 on!

FREE "Florida Jam"

large group

Spaghetti& Garlic Bread

EL_IABLE
22,ZIOLS

1981 Chevy Suburban, brown,
p.s., p.b., air, auto
$4,700.00
$122.03 16.99% APR
@
mo.
48

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

all ladies

(Or 816 358-3644 collect)

Murray Taxi

e 24 HOuR
I SEQVICE
e

Special Good thru March 25

•%Caw .st AO.01%

1-800-426-4923

753-8787

(Must Present Coupon)

Keep 11). Gr..l

MEDICARE

99 for Lunch
99

0 !".

1 3t1 Off Regular Fare

Large Bar-B-0
- Sandwich & French Fries

Cambridge()

•
a

TAXI SERVICE(

THE NIGHT LIKE A SPEEDING
I -Jr OF
. RIGHT TO NOUR DOOR!
ro A t*

ii

*ATTENTION*
DIABETICS

For more information
call toll free

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

00.0.001 MC..COMP/04••

The ruling is the latest twist in a
case which began more than a
decade agb in Hardee Memorial
Hospital.

MEDIC HOUSE

attorney' entered into a contract
with Dumond for publication rights
to his story — and new genetic evidence that Hall says shows
Dumond could not have committed
the rape.

Dwain Taylor Chevro

tests.

AND INSURANCE PAY FOR
CHEMSTRIPS AND BLOOD
GLUCOSE MONITORING

Veteran shuttle flier David
Walker will command the crew of
the flight. Ronald Grabe will pilot
the craft and the mission specialists
will be Mary Cleave, Norman Thagard and Mark Lee.

Hall Jr. "He wrote out an affidavit
to authorities naming Stevens as
one of the men who castrated
him."
Dumond had previously identified Forrest City police officer Stacy Dye as one of the assailants
after seeing Dye during a May
1988 hearing at Forrest City. Dye
also has denied the allegations.
In asking the 8th Circuit to grant
a new' trial, Hall raised the issues
of ineffective assistance of counsel
— in part because Dumond's trial

Court rules no genetic tests for girl

.050000..

The iNpril launch will be the
fourth shuttle flight since last September, when the program resumed
after a 32-month standdown
because of the Challenger explosion. Atlantis flew in December.

Man identifies victim's father as attacker

Mrs. Ruth
Hooper

UTILE ROCK, Ark. (AP) — A
Services for Mrs. Ruth Hooper man whose daughter was raped in
will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
1984 was named by a convicted
Birdsong.
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of rapist in an appeals court brief as
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs. Murray. Dr. David Roos will offi- .4ne_of two attackers who castrated
Kim Birdsong Carter, Hopkinsville: ciate. Mrs. Oneida White will be him as he awaited trial.
one son, Johnny Lynn Birdsong, organist and soloist.
The father, Walter "Stevie" StePallbearers will be Chuck
Indianapons, Ind.; two brothers,
vens, said Wednesday the accusaMarshall Birdsong. Garden City, Trosch, Chuck Klaproth, Hut Den- tion was "totally ridiculous." It
Mich., and George Birdsong, High- nis, Duke Danner, Ronnie Danner
was contained in a 71-page brief
land, Ind.
and Don Eubanks.
filed this week with the 8th U.S.
Services will be Saturday at 10
Entombment will be in mausoCircuit Court of Appeals at St.
a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Fun- leum at Murray Memorial Gardens.
Louis.
eral Home, Cadiz. Dr. Harold
Friends may call at the funeral
On March 7, 1985, before WaySkaggs will officiate. Burial will home after 5 p.m. today
ne Dumond's trial, two masked
follow in East End Cemetery there. (Thursday).
men entered his home, bound him
Friends may' call at the funeral
Mrs. Hooper, 87, Rt. 1. Hardin, and then castrated him. The men
home after 4 p.m. Friday.
died Tuesday at 9:40 a.m. at her
never have been caught.
home. She was co-owner of KenDumond identifed Stevens, the
tucky Lake Lodge and Restaurant
former St. Francis County coroner,
at Aurora.
after seeing him in a television
Survivors are her husband, Wilin January, the brief said.
interview
ly, Robert Wimberly, Bailey Wim- liam Floyd Hooper, two sisters,
interview, Stevens
the
During
berly. Stese Wimberly, Ted Sills Mrs. Dora Dover, Greensburg, Ind., denied involvement in the
and Larry Crutchcr.
and Mrs. Kathy Lincoln, Hope, castration.
Burial will follow in Acrec Ind.; one brother, John Kinscl,
"When he saw Stevens on TV,
Cemetery in Stewart County. Tenn. Morristown,Ind.; three grandchilthat was the first time he had ever
Mr. Wimberly, 89, died Monday dren, Kim Ulrich, Neciole Rokos
seen Stevens talk or move," said
at his home at 210 South 13th St., and Holly Trosch.
Dumond's attorney, John Wesley
ML:rray.

John Alex Birdsong, 53, died
Tuesday at 10 p.m. at his home in
Cadiz. His death was from an apparent heart attack.
Employed at Cadiz Motor Sales.
he was a member of Cadiz Baptist
Church and Cadiz Lodge No. 121
Free and Accepted Masons.
Born Aug. 13. 1935. in Trigg
County, he was the son of the late
Jaa Birdsong and Ethel Forguson
Birdsong.
He was preceded in death by one
Is:er, Jacqueline Birdsong. and
,,ne brother. Hubert Conroy'

No American spacecraft has
been launched toward the planets
since 1978, and Magellan will be
the first planet-bound craft to be
released from a space shuttle.
Magellan's assignment is to orbit
Venus and map the surface with a
powerful radar that will send back
images of features as small as 150
yards across. The U.S. Pioneer
probe, sent to Venus in 1978, could
not distinguish features any smaller
than 60 miles across.
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T-Shirt with
purchase of any
ladles swimsuit

1 group

large group

T-Shits
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Rompers
All

30%J
Register For
Contests &
Giveaways!!

Guess@
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Esprit.40%Off

T-shirts $1

Don't Miss Our "Surprise Sales"!!!
March 24 - 6-8:00 p.m.
March 25 - 2-4.00 p.m

March 27 - 3-5:00 p.m
March 29 - 2-4:00 p.m

These Surprise Sales Are
Going To Be Crazy!!!
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